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Foreworcl

Interagency agreements, Intra CoMmunity Action
Network, interdisciplinary teams, client pathways
and case manager, comprehensive service planning,
Interdepartmental Handicapped Children and Youth
Planning and Coordinating Team, interprogrqm /ink-
ages, services integratiok ecological assessment and
enablement planning, coordination and communica:
tion across agencies, interagency policy statement,
multi-agency funding, corisortia of service agencies,
and interagency collaboration councils.

Descriptors like those above and many others should
be familiar since these terms appear in a growing
literature and experience base on the topic of coor-
dinating services to young handicapped chirdren and
their families. This concept is not new to us. As
Audette reminded participants at a 1978 workshop at
Dallas: "The cooperative approach to serving persons

with handicaps has been tried many times and in
many ways. Unfortunately the success stories are too
few and the instances of 'paper cooperation' too many ._
Many of these agreements have been simply promises
to cooperate. Cooperation, however has not neces-
sarily resulted in implementation of ,more or better
servicet1P,

For a decade, the Technical Assistance Development
System (TADS) along with demonstration, outreach,,
and state planning programs affiliated with the U.S.
Department cie gducation's Handicapped Children's
Early Education Program (HCEEP) have been solving
problems and learning and sharing information about
the complex, difficult, and occasionally rewarding ex-
periences under the banner of interagency collabora-
tion. Figure 1 shows positive and negative statements
often heard when discussing this topic. Some key ques-
tions are included.

Figure 1

Statements of Positives and Negatives
of Interagency Coordination

Posi tive; Negatives

Cost efficient
Helps promote comprehensive services
Lessens or eliminates duplication of services
Allows for better tracking system
Broadens and improves communication
Enhances effective use,of existing services
Fosters more appropriate placements
Heighten; accountability
Enhances effective use of staff

- Heightens anti briadelis awarenrks
Avoids fragmentation of services
Allowsoefficient use of resources

,

Enhances mutual support among serviie providers
Allows agencies to cover larger geographic areas
Helps develop a broader advocacy base
Encourages monitoring by peers- a

Can be time consuming
Can be frustrating and provoke anxiety.
Can create lmreaucratic hassles
Can create political problems
Makes visible agency limitations
Can be hard to work around different mandates
High personnel turnover makes follow through inconsistent
Lack of agency control
Opportunities for miscommunication increase
Kids can fall through cracks
Can be hard to work within the democratic process

:e Difficult to define case management responsibilities
Hard to maintain positive relationships among staff
Too many people to deal with

? Legitimacy may not be dear

Both positives and negatives are underpinned by these continuing questions:

Who should be involved? ,

Wbat is the need, climate, and data available for tertgepcy effort?
How do we organize to plan, implement, and eaThtt effort?
How do we establish realistic expectations both s rt and long term?
What does the literature tell us. and what can we Icaih from prothising practices?

How do we ensure follow through?
,



Planners, administrators, and advocates of services
to young special children must understand and deal
with these diverse concerns. And, this requisite is espe-

kcially true now as tax payer support 'dwindles and
moves` are made to limit spending And rescind legisla-
'tion (which wo,iild dismantle all or much of what has
been created for young handicapped children in this
country).

Preschool services personnd no longer can avoid
dealing with one another. The time has come to bol-
ster our awareness, become informed, take initiatives,
,and ,..be assertive in .interactions with other agen-
cieswhether the relationship is Iequired orr forthal or
neither. The revised "Framework on Responsibilities
for and Coordination of Comprehensive Services lor
Hifidicapped Children," prepared jointly by the Mid-
Atlantic and New England ReOonal Resource Centiefs
(1981) states:
In order' to agree to coordinate, agencies must share 'a
common goalproviding a service to a handicapped
child. Also needed is a common understanding of
what services each is empowered 'to pkovide, what
resources each has available to commit, to whom each
is accountable, and which client groups are' involved.
(page 14)

Purpose and Organization
of this Casebook

This (casebook attermAs to help respond to Many of
the questions posed in Figure .1 and to support the no- -

ticin that an array of servioes should be available to
children and families. Three principal purposes are

-presented for the reader:
to create awareness of the, key dimensions of in-

teragency coordination;
to describe practices that are replicable or adapt=

able to other settings and which may facilitate
ages among preschool planners, administrators, and
advocates;

to proviale a framework foi planning interagency
efforts at local, regional, or statewide levels:

The text is divided into two major sections. Section I
contains the overview, theoretical base, agd a frame-
work for planning. the first chapter, by Jane 13.oberts
and Rick Holland, analyzes research and the broad
base of descriptive literature on interagency collabora-
tion. The authors describe key elements for putting
coordination into practice. Chapter 2, by Jerry Elder,
examines the need for a clierit- (preschooler) centered
approach to interagency coordination and discusses
how personnel can involve themselves in the process.
Section I closes with a chapter by Pascal Trohanis,
Michael Woodard, and Joy Hicks Cooper that presents
a planning framework developed in 1980 by the U.S.

Office of Special Education (n w Special Education
Programs), State Implement ion Grant projects,
Western States Technical Assistance Resource, and
TADS.

Section II contains a series of detailed abstracts
from selected HCEEP demOnstration, outreach,, and
state p)anning Projects. The abstragts describe activi-

' ties, thetreasons for involvement, resources needed,
positive outcomes, and failures. The HCEEP projects
are diverse in setting, client group,ind intervention
stratpgy.

We Hope this text is useful as you engage in coordi-
nating services fo/ young special children and their
families.

Michael Woodard
Joy Hicks Cooper,
Pascal Trohanis

TADS
Chapel Hill, North Garolina
May 1982
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Introduction
This part of the text provides general ideas that

serve as foundations of interagency coordination activ-
ities. These diverse concepts are arranged in three
chapters.

The first chapter provides an overvi w. The authors
discuss some reasons for interagency càprdination ac-

tivitiçs. in the field of special educatiok and 'use ex-
amples of hieraichical and lateral crdination.
Following this material is a detailed description of a
theoretical rationale (bised on the literature) em-
phasizing six phases for putting coordination into
practice. The authors close their chapter with ele-
ments they perceive as crucial for successful coordina-
tion activities.

The next chapter develops a finer focus on ideas for
coordinating services to young handicapped children
and their families. Tlie author takes a short Ionic at the
advantages of coordination and follows with an exa

7

ination of sonie essential characteristics. Then, five
key roadblocks to interagency coordination are de-
scribed. Next, the author highlights critical factors for
successL-such as a client-centered approach and trust
relationships. The chapter closes with some sugges-
tions to help programs that serve young special chil-
dren.

The final chapter in this section aims to help the
reader think about how to apply ideas from the
previous two chapters. Specifically, the authors refer
to a threegphase planning framework (preplanning,
plan development, and plan implementation) to guide
in the development of interagency activities. The
authors offer detailed descriptions of each phase and
its elements. The framework is specific, however, the

:tors believe that it is flexible enough to be ada
many conteits and levers of interagency coordina-

tion planning.

13
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Chapter 1

A General View
by Jane M. E. Roberts and

- Rickard P. Holland

Litigation, legislation, and administrative actions at
all government lev Is in recent years have had a tre-

., mendous impact oh existing delivery systems charged
with providing services to handicapped populations.
Mandates requiring the placement of all school-age
handicapped children in the least restrictive environ-
ment and the development of Individualized Educa-
tional Programs (IEP) are among the most recognized
changes that face educators across the country. The
most &portant challenge to the education system,. however, is to /meet the full-service goal of providing
comprehensive-educational opportunities to all handl-

/ capped students birth through aged 21 yearsfree
and appropriate special eclucation and related services
without regard to cost. This goal has major implica-
tions for interagency coordination.

State education agenctes (SEAs) and local education
agencies (LAs) responding to mandates, often iden-
tify coordinated service delivery patterns. Coordina-
tiOn does tbt mean integrated instruction across areas

-If\such as se help, motor, and reading. Rather, it means
collaboratio or cooperation among agencies (in-
teragency coordination) or arnong adminRtrators
within an agency (intra-agency coordfnation; in a
school, intra-agency coordination, can also mean

. cooperation among teachers to provide instruction to
meet the;needs of handicapped students).

This opening chapter discusses general issues and
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ideas related to the coordination of service delivery in
special education. The discussion is based ortstwarch
and practice in organization development, sociotech-
nical systems theory, and education, and it is intended
to provide both a general conceptual base and some
practical ideas to improve coordination in special edu-
cation for young children and their families.

Some Reasons for
Interagency Coordin4on

Diminished financial capabilities and a lack of
broad-based instructional and diagnostic support per-
sonnel force many local education agencies (LEA) to
consider establishing liaisons with public and private
agencies that can provide despeaty needed educa-
tional and supportive services. Such liYsisons or cooper-
ative interagency agreements may occur at any or all
points 'in a program identification, diagnosis, ser-
vice program planning, program implementatiop (in-
structional, including related support services), prci--
`gram evaluation. Agencies might include:

Educational Services (Title I, Special Education,
Vocational Education);

Crippled Children's Services;
Social Services (Titles XIX, X.X);
Rehabilitations Services;
Public Health Services;
Mental Health or Mental Retardation Services.

One issue in the coordination of special education
services revolves around the program's or agency's re-
sponsibility to provide a given service to a child. A
1975 Senate report on P.L. 94-142 designated the state
education agency (SEA) as the responsible agency:
Presently in many states, responsibility is divided
depending upon Me age of the handicapped child,



sources of funding, and types of service delivered.
While the Committee understands that different agen-
cies may, in fact, deliver services, the responsibilitrj
must remain in a central agency overseeing the educa-
tion of children. (Martin & Richmond, 1980, page
245)

Only' through strong working relationships within
and among agencies at the state and local level can
such services be delivered in a coordinated, efficient
manner.

The U.S. Senate and House subcommittee oversight
hearings on P.L. 94-142 proided a major sounding
board for consumer and athocacy groups and admin-
istrators and pro), iders from agencies that deliver ser-
vices to handicapped persons and their families. Spe-
cial education coordination was one of ten most fre-
quently cited topics in the hearings. The issues (that
relate to special education coordination) presented in
those hearings are summarized below:

Interagency coordination and increased related ser-
vices are imperative in order to provide an hp-
propriale education. The.se themes ran throughout all
testimony presented.

The discrepancy between, educational legislation
which mandates full total education and related ser-
vices for handicapped students versus legislation
which permits other agencies to provide related ser-
vices to the same population on a selective basis was
highlighted by several state directors of education and
school superintendents.

It was suggested during testimony and in meetings
with representatives of Congress that legislation
goterning associated agencies should be modified to
assure that these agencies "are not relieved" from pro-
viding the necessany social, health, and diagnostic ser-
vices to handicapped children. Often P.L. 94-142
funds are being used to buy services which were once
provided by other related agencies. NASDSE (Na-
tional Association of State Directors of Special Educa-
tion) testimony stated that the above posture "results
in the dilution of tktinstructional dollar . . . Did
Congress intend SEAs -to provide total fiscal subsidy
and gotal case management for all handicapped
children, or do otherirgencies have responsibilities .as
well?"

SEA personnel generally reported difficulty in
achieving the general s-upervision requirements of the
law. Difficulties in monitoring educational agenties
other than those which are state and local indicate a
need for policy clarification in this area.

Dr. Edwin Martin, of BEH, and Wilbert Cheathuni,
of OCT agreed that continued efforts in establishing
and Implementing interagency agreements are needed
and are a priority. The degree to which these efforts
are being undertaken is discrepant, at wrding to
testimony. (NASDSE, November 19, 1979)

Often, the effectie delhery of related services is the
purpose of special education coordination. According

4 to the joint testimony of the Council of Chief State
School Officers and NA.$1)SE (before the House sub-
committee), the implementation of this aspect of P.L.
94-142 is impeded by "state governance structures,
federal regulations which limit and complicate in-
teragency action, and the wide range of services for
which these (human sen ice) agencies are responsible"
(McLaughlin & Christensen, ND). Accountability
seems to be a major problem. According to the
testimony, many human service agencies claim P.L.
94-142 relieves them of their responsibility to school-
aged handicapped children because the law requires
the state education agency to monitor and supervise
deliery regardless of which agency deliers the ser-
vice.

The Education Achocates Coalition (EAC), which
represents 13 adocacy groups, identified ten major
problems which must be addressed by the U.S. Bureau
of Education for -the. Handicapped (now, Special
Education ProgramsSEP) to implement fully P.L.
94-142. One of the ten problems w as that "handi-
capped children .frequently are denied related ser-
vices, such as physical therapy, occupationil therapy,
school health services, and transportation, essential to
enable them to benefit from special education." Ac-
cording to EAC, the deli% ery of these related sen ices is
impeded by the failure of LEAs and SEAs to establish
interagency agreements which would result in the
purchase or deliery of these senices by other agen-
cies. A lack of functional agreements leads to a loss of
ser% ices, when coordination is inadequate, the quality
and quantity of services suffers.

Special education coordination is

16

nut without its
problems, especially since both hierarchical and
lateral coordination appear necttsary (see Figure 1).

A Theoretical Rationale
In the case of special education coordination, a

knowledge base can inform those involved in the de-
elopment and implementation of interagency efforts.
This section anal) zes the releant literature, begin-
ning with" a general definition of coordination and
then continuing ith a detailed discussion of putting
coordination into practice.

A Definition
Nyse may agree with Aiken and Hage (1968) who

point out that the increased need for rmourctt makws
coordination increa.singly attractie. At the same time,
we recognize that the educator's need for autonomy
interferes with effecthe collaboration (Derr, 1976,
page 234).

9



Figure i
Examples of Hierarchical and Lateill Coordination

Federal
legislation

I

State
legislation ;

r
;Local

legislation

Special Education Programs
U.S. Department of Education

State Education Agency

Lo'cal Education Agency

School

Classroom

Mental health/
'mental retardation
services

services

Resource room

Public
welfare

EMI

If we recognize the realities of reduced resources,
increased concern for early identification and early in-
tervention for special kids, unnecessary duplication of
effort, and the, problem of accessing relevant knowl-
edge, we oUght to accept the responsibility of attempt-
ing to coordinate effortsin spite of the difficulties we
will encounter.

When two or more individuals, units, divisions, or
agencies work together to accomplish a specific task,
the relationship.may range from a vertical director/
subordinate structure to a horizontal structure of equal
partnership (i.e., coordination). A high interdepen-
dence occurs with coordination, members act on .the
following assumptions:

Participating members . . . share organizational re-
sources. (Interorganizational Arrangements, Final
Report, 1980, page 22)

17

Each party is dependent upon the others for the ac-
complishment of the activities that each, oo its own,
could not accomplish. (Millsap, 1978, page 3)

There is a willingness to align one's own purposes .
with those of diverse .others and to negotiate mutually
acceptable compromises. (Trist, 1978, page 331)

There is a cbmmon understanding of expectations of
what each party 4 to do, including knowledge of the
constraints or limitations under which each party is
operating. (Millsap, 1978, page 4)

,Mutual adaptations in a numbir of different areas
will become necessary. (Aiken & Nage', 1968, page 916)

There are. active working partnerships among indi-
viduak and organizations; shared responsibility and
authority for policy making; equal investments and
benefits for participants, common understanding of
expectations, responsibilities, and cons&aints, interde-
pendence in carrying out activities; organized format



for communicating and planning, shared information
and development of a common plan of action. (Inter-
organizational Arrangements, Lit. Review, 1980, page
8)

As implementation of the coordination effort gets
underway, the following may become apparent:

Organizations attempt to maximize their gains and
minimize their losses they wan'ho lose as little power
and autonorny as possible in their exchange for other
resources. (Aiken & Rage, 1968, page/916)

The key elements . _are equity add dependability
(members) experience balanced outcomes in terms

of reward for effort . . depend on one another to pro-
vide goods and services required to fulfill the contract
on a regular basis. (Pasmore et al, 1978, pages
352-353) .

Political conflicts over interorganizational and in-`
traorganizational "turf" may develop. (Interorganiza-
tional Arrangements, Final Report, 1980, page 41)

Leaders sacrifice a small amoilpt of autonomy for
gaini in staff, funds, etc. (Aiken & Hage, 1968, page
915)

Cooperation in organizations is the result of a series
of exchanges . If these exchanges take place,.
if agreements reached are perceived to be equitabl4 a
cooperative system will develop. (Pasmore et al, 1978,
page 350)

(Imbalance results in) the more dependable party
demanding greater rewards or offering less effort.
(Pasmore et al,.1978, page 353)

,t

Putting Coordination into Prattice
Usually, coordination requires individual and or 4

ganizational jhange, and this change itself is an in-
novation. In planning and implementing a new effort,
such as interagency coordination, phases of activity
are likely to looP, spiral, or run simultaneously. Six
pciases seem most 'important:

1) Identify/modify constraints/opportunities
2) Mobilize support
3) Plan
4) Provide training and assistance
5) Innplement by increment topic, site, popula-

tion, or organizatidnal unit
6) Design and conduct monitoring
These six phases require app'4riate communica-

tion, leadership, participadorh and motivation among
, the parties involved in the interagency process (Rob-
erts, 1978, page 124

These pbases were identified by anelysis and syn-
thesis of the results cif major studies of educational
change and are very similar to the stages of collabora-
tive efforts discussed in the Final Report o'f Interor-
ganizational Arrangements (1980, pages 22-23):

Formationdetermination of common interests,
commitment, leadership by a few dedicated people,

I

Clarificationalternatives are considered, style/
philosophy tentatively are developed;

Matura-tionissues of purpose are resolved, poli-
cies developed;

Permanenceproven success leads to high credi-
bility and long-term niccess.

The remainder of this ,chapter uses these six phases
of implementation as a framework to rev iew the liter-
ature on coordination.

Constraints and Opportunities
Following the rationale of Lewin's force-field anal-

ysis, begin the coordination,. process by reducing the
negative influence of any barrier rather than enhane-

y facilitator (which often can increase the
of the resistance). Barriers to coordination

1 in o three categories. resources, motivation, and
leadership. Staff time and expertise are resources inost
affected by coordination. When funds are allocated for
products, facilities, or equipment rather than people,
coordination is difficult. .

An organization with no surplus reserves available
could hardly afford a joint program . . . There must

, sbe some slack in the resource base: . before any inno-
vation of cooperative venturet likely. (Aiken bc Hage,
1968, page 915) .

Consider three strategies-
,' Reallocate funds to buy competent staff;

Reconsider priorities that result in reassignment
of staff or aecounteble tasks;

Negotiate so contribution to the cOordination efT
fort demands less staff time or expertise.,
, Two barriers develop when assigning staff to.colleb-
orative projects: unskilled people are assigned or,
despite skill, people are overloaded. Subject-specific
expertise is,not necessarily the primary criterion for
selecting staff. Rather, those involved in linking one
program with another should be indiv iduals who have
process expertise, have strong negotiating skills, and
who are,not already suffering role overload (Gross dr
Mojkowski, 1977). Also, these people need a reservoir
of personal energy to sustain progress during setbacks
and conflicts, and,they must he'vg a wide repertoire of
systematic problem-solving skills (Crandall, 1977).

Coordination is effective when each individual un-
derstands what each will do and the constraints-each
will encounter (Rath dr Hagans, 1978, page 15, citing
Millsap, 1978). Though tasks cannot always be pre-
scribed clearly (Pasmore et al, 1978). It should be
understood that collaboration requires work restrue-
turing and task redefinition at every level of actiyity
(Pasmore et al, 1979; Interorganizational AiTange-
ments, Final Report, 1980, Trist, 1978). 'Therefore,
any individual or group coordinating' with others
needs to be motivated by a belief in the value Of con-
tributing to a common goal (Pasmore et al, 1978).

Probably the strongest barrier to effective coordina-
tion is the fear of loss of organizational autonomy and

j: 18



program visibility (Kelty, 1976). "Suggestions that
they share their sacrqd domains with other groups not
only evoke noncooperation, but outright combative-
ness" (Interorganizational Arrangements, Final Re-
port, 1980, page 40). To reduce this barrier, personnel
must establish operating procedures that ensure equal
power and particiaptionground, rules. Early negoti-
ations also identify sliecific areas or audiences that
may be "off limits."

Aldrich (1979) describes another strategy:
Leade4hip within action sets will be assumed by the
most powerful or influential organizaiton, and the
greater the concentration of power in the hands of one
organization's authorities, the easier the action set
coordination will be. (Aldrich, 1979, page 320)

This does not necessarily mean a director/subordi-
nate relationship. Power and influence judiciously used
do not exclude participatory. decision maldng and
equal distribution of work and rewards. Early aware-
ness of the capabilities of participants with acceptance
of one organization or individual in the leadership role
may save a great deal of time and energy.

Commitment and Support
Coordination of efforts to improve special educa-

tion requires art extremely complex set of activities to
generate conhmitment and support.
The organizatian management and the operational
staff must both be persuaded that collaboration is
advantagpous . ;Operating conditions include: .
aadre of highly committed people. . . to contribute
*le (Ind env' g y . . . sustained support of individuals
with organizational powet. . . steps taken to establish

. . and the agencies .involved must be
motivated by active interest rather than passive good
will. (Interorganizational Arrangements, Final Re-
port, 1980, page 21)
The generation of comitment and mobilization of sup-. '

port are simultaneous, multidirectional, and ongoing.
For instance, from the teacher's perspective:
The RAND study indicates that effective sapport
from district staff and school principalsincludes
moral support illustrated by acceptance and'approval
of the project, reinforcement and enthusiasm toward
teachers putting classroom improvements into prac-
tice, and establishnient of good working relationships
between and among individuals and groups involved
in the project. Practical support is illustrated by real
commitment of resources, provisions for training and
ongoing assibtance, and classroom visits followed by
constructive feedback. (Roberts;1978 referring to Ber-
man et al; 1977)

To encourage commitment,. organize "advocacy "
campaigns" and work at ',:achieving a positive image'
( Interorganizational Arrangeinents, Final Report,
1980, page 21); !Identify and tap specific motivators;
and teamLso that the security and survival instincts-of
those who want to maintain the status quo are bill-
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anced by the energy of the innovative risk takers"
(Roberts, 1981, page 15). Clear rewards also en-
courage individuals involved in collaborative efforts
(Gross & Mojkowski, 1977). Rewards may include rec-
ognition (e.g., pay raise, promotion, public acknowl-
edgement), release time, and opportunity to develop
new skills.

Planning
Planning is a process that should be flexible or adap-

tive to deal with unexpected problems.
The basic approach of interactive planning is to "make
it happen" . the design of a desirable future and the
invention of ways to bring it about.z. . It focuses on
all three aspects of an organizationthe parts (but not

kseparately), the whole; and the environment. Instead
of planning away from a current state, we start plan-
ning toward a desired state. (Ackoff, 1977, page 39)

When initiating planning/negotiation for coordina-
tion, there must be a clear statement of intent (Gross
& Mojkowski;1977); anticipation of barriers (Gross &
Mojkowski, 1977); establishment of mutually accept-,
able ground rules; and identification of common group
interests (Interorganizbtional Arrangements, Final
Report, 1980).

The initiator (organization or individual) might
select an activity of high interest 'and relatively low-
"turfdom" (such as parent involvement) or a task of
clear cognitive dimensions (such as assessment of child
needs) rather than one with potentially high affective
dissonance (which will vary from one organization to
another). Participants should: "insure the meaningful
participation of member groups (Congreve, f969, page
184); have realistic parameters, (Gross & Mojkowski,
1977); focus on a specific project or task (Rath &
Hagans, 1978);. and determine "a relatively narrow
range of focus.. . with few objectives. . . (Interorgani-
zational Arrangement, Final Report, 1980, pages,
20-22). See Chapter 3 of this text for wore information
on planning strategies.

Training end Assistance
Coordination rulest may originate from a federal,

state, or local agency and are to be implemented by
the varimks levels of the educational system. And each
level has a responsibility to provide training and/or
technical assistance to those at similar levels or lower
in the hierarchical structure. Figure 2 presents barriers
and facilitators to training and assistance (Roberts,
1978, page 121). The implicit message is that everyone,
needs to understand Jhat is going on. Relevance and
clarity are the keys.

Incremental Implenientation
It already hag been advised to introduce coordina-

tion cautiously, selecting an ara of activity that is
relatively safe and will bridg a ,quick initial success.
When one element or program has heen incorporated,
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another may be introduced. If leadership, motivation,
and resources ire good, several elements or programs
may be involved quickly.

At the operational level, keep two points in mind: 1)
there should be careful sequencing of tasks and specific
division of labor (Gross & Mojkowski; 1977) and 2)
collaboration works most easily when tasks are
straightforward (Crandall, 1977).

Monitoring
It would be desirable for members to participate in

the design of a monitoring system or to review criteria
for success Specific approaches include: an action
researcli model; ethnographic participant observation
resulting in a descriptive analysis, systematic docu-

' mentation by members followed by document analy-
sis;.external st udy of elements detehnined by represen-
tatives.
Communication,,Information, and Power

Throughout all six phases of interagency activity,

which may loop, spiral, or operate simultaneously, at-
tention must be paid to one critical aspectcornmuni-
cation. Communication represents the patterns or
structures that' influence the flow of information; the
mechanisms used (formal and informal); and the
nature, amount, and purposes of messages received
and transmitted.

There is considerable evidence that indicates the
traditional pyramid communication structure is inap-,
propriate in a complex collaborative effort (which may
be described best as a dispersed organization).
The dispersed client-centered organization appears to
require an organizationa/ structure that maximizes the
flow of information between the various members
rather than relyindon rules and standard procedures.
(Louis 8: Sieber, 1979, page 189)

This suggests matrix management as one possible
alternativeparticipants may be directly accountable
to a progam supervisor and also required to share in-
formation with a coordinator.

Figure 2 ProcessesTraining and Assistance
,

.

Facilitators Barriers

Use of synergy
demonstration'
experiential learning'
psychological reinforcement'
face-to-face communication'
quality materials/clear information'
concrete activities/assignments'
feedback mechanism?
regular/frequent in-school meetings'
cross-school meetings
mutually agreed assessment measures'
ongoing assessment'

Use of incentives
recognition for accomplishment'
in-service credit'
perceived achievement'
opportunity for professional grOwth
increased responsibility'
allowance for individual differences
allowance for iclease time

'supported by several studies

'

-
',

-
.

Role confusion'
Role overload'
Vulnerability'

Lack of comprehension'

Isolation
.

Early/threatening evaluation
Invisibility

Threat of punishment

Variability
Teachers lack of time

i

'supported by several studies

.

.
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- Another structure might be a network in wich in-
formation sharing (rather than direction) is emphasiz-
ed (Pasmore et al, 1978). A network allows;each parti-
cipant to maintain a slightly higher degree of
autonomy than is possible in a matrix. No matter what
structure is used, this point is essential:
More highly differentiated organizations, which are
characterized by decentralization and autonomy be-
tween departments, require greater efforts and a
larger number of formal mechanisms to achieve in-
tegration. (Louis & Sieber, 1979, page 57, citing
Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967)

In coordination of differentiated groups, three main
points should be considered. First, individuals in-
volved in interagency activities initially may suffer
role confusion and continue to suffer frustration or
feelings of inadequacy. In this case "the support and
influence of peers might be of equal or greater impor-
tance than communication with a supervisof (Louis
& Sieber, 1979, page 108). .

Next, the complexity of coordination-results in many
individuals having a variety of information which
may or may not be useful to other members. Here,
traditional formal upward reporting is not cost effec-
tive, but social networks are extremely important
(Louis & Sieber, 1973, page 31). Thus, participants
need to have legitimate opportunities to interact with
their counterparts.

Third, managers need accurate, up-to-date infor-
mation (Louis & Sieber, 1979). And they should not
wait for formal end-of-the-month reports. Lateral
communication will reduce the burden on supervisors
and expand the problem-solving resources (Louis' &
Sieber, 1979; Pasmore et al, 1978). Supervisors need to
give immediate feedback so that staff learn to be pro-
perly selective about information offered. Supervisors
also need to recognize the difficulties of collaboratiOn
and to adopt an interactive problem-solving manage-
ment approach rather than an authoritarian stance of
high distance.

Though rational behavior and data-based decision
making is ideal, "under circumstances of imperfect
knowledge, some decisions undoubtedly will be irra-
tional': (Aiken & Hage, 1968, page 916). Since effep-
tive decision maldng is a combination of relevant in-
formation and competent leadership, messiges might
fall into two categories: substance and process. The
former is determined partly by the task at hand and
partly by the formal and informal structures used. The
latter is more affective than cognitive, often unspoken,
and relates more to the use of power and influence.

Power is a resource; influence is a process. (Com-
pare: a principal has power of position but can be in-
effective in use of influence; a teacher's aide has little
power but can bring influence-to bear in a variety of
ways.) "To the extent that power interferes with
mutual cooperation it should be redistributed"

(Pasrnore et al, 1978,_page 382). Influence must be
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applied to reduce the impact of rank and status that
results in cross-level conflict. And such influence can-
not be motivated by a desire for personal gain or or-
gunizaqonal visibility. It must also be understood that
in any/situation one individual or organization will
take a leadership role and. . .

take the initiative to ensure that members are brought
together, that collegial relationships are formed,'that
information is exchanged, and solorth . . The strong
leader in this instance will behave as an idea broker
and consultant rather than a source of firm and final
decision. (Louis & Sieber, 1979, page 95)

Some Closing Thoughts
This closing section presents the authors' opinion on

some elements perceived to be most crucial to success-
ful coordination.

Structure
Units within an organization (such as a local educa-

tion agency) or units of several organizations (agencies
in education, health, and weltare) can agree to work
together for a common purpose. This collection of
units may be called a 'collaborative. As work gets
underway, task areas are determined and staff are
assigned. These work groups may be called action sets.
Theoretic , each action set is equal to the others,
and ea t- of the collaborative is equal to other
units. A practice, control fluctuates according to the
nature of the work in hand. Over time, all ,thay be
equal, but at any given moment, there'is_y4ubordi-
nate/superordinate relationship. However, if a collab-
orative and its action sets,were presented as an organi-
zational chart, the traditional pyramid of boxes would
not be appropriate. Instead, we might see a wheel
with loosely coupled action sets at the ends of the
spokes. Figure 3 illustrates one possible structure in
which a coordinator of a local educdtion agency pro-
vides central leadership for servioq delivery to schools.

Leadership
While functional leadership may occur within and

between action sets (with individuals taking charge
according to the expertise needed for specific tasks),
the overall leadership of the collaborative is not shared
between units. Rather, an individual (often the initia-
tor of the project) becomes the leader. This person en-
ergizes the effort, initiates the structure, and coordi-
nates the activities. He or she is nonpartisan, respon-
sive to the needs of individual units or action sets, and
consistently acts for the best interests of the collabora-
tive as a whole. The role may be rotated, perhaps by
election, but the characteristics remain constant and



should reflect a humanistic philosophy that encour-
ages coordination rather than competition._

Values
The introduction to this paper implied that coordi-

nation will help improve services to young handi-
capped children and their families. This may be true,
but it probably is not true in all cases (or all tasks; we
should not jump on yet another band wagon if it will
not take us where we need to go. Ineffective collabora-

tion could well be more expenshe than any indhidual
project.

Coordination should occur when it is feasible and
desirable to share resources, when the same task needs
to be accomplished by several groups, and when
several groups can benefit from shared information.
Even on a small scale when the needs of one special
child can be satisfied by the knowledge and skills of
two or more teachers, collaboration should occur.

I

When we all have an equal stake-in the consequences
good or badwe should work together.

Figure 3 -

Interagency and Intra-Agency
Coordination at the District Level

,
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Chapter 2

Interagency
Cooidination for Young
Handicapped Children

by Jerry 0. Elder

Introduction

Coordinating services and determinidg responsibili-
ties in all areas of human service delivery are complex
tasks. Service fragmentation, gaps,sluplication, poor
follow-through, turf issues, and other problems have
been discussed often. And, solutions to these issues are
as varied as the problems they present.

Community programs that serve preschool handi-
tapped children often are categorical and have over-
lapping responsibilities for this same target popula-
tion. For this reason, the need to coordinate services
provided by these various agencies and programs to
the early childhood handicapped population is especi-
ally important.

This chapter will discuss the advantages for coor-
dinatfon, examine its essential characteristics, describe
roadblocks, discuss some critical factors for coordina-
tion, and offer ideas for programs servingyoung handi-

.capped children and their families.
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Advantages for
Service Coordination

The best way to solve the problems of categorical
service programs is to establish community interagency
groups that can coordinate the different components of
the delivery system. These groups usually are called
interagency teams, councils, or task forces. Though
state and federal support for this concept is important,
the initiative and basic working component must
originate from the community. An interagency council
composed of service providers at the local level is in a
position to pull the various factions of the delivery
system together around the needs of the individual
handicapped child. Projects such as the Handicapped
Children's Early Education Program (HCEEP) are part
of the community delivery system, and project staff
should be an integral part of such a council. The ad-
vantages of coordinating services through an inter-
agency council are many.

Service providers and administrators become
aware of what other agencies offer. So, their ability to
coordinate services, establish better linkages, and co;
ordinate planning efforts is enhanced.

Reducing duplication of effort and using staff
energies efficiently help expand services or hold service
levels constant when resources are reduced.

Mutual respect builds within participating ser-
vice delivery systems.

When agencies work collectively, they are apt to
take their cues for direction from the clients' needs
rather than an agency's perspective.



Though studies have not been done to validate
the cost effectiveness of community interagency coor-
dination, there is a general feeling in communities
where it occurs that it is cost effective, and it is the,
right thing to do.

The activity is self-perpetuating. Service pro-
viders and administrators get to know each other bet-
ter And establish the necessary trust relationships that
allow them to work together effectively.

Essential Characteristics of ,

Service Coordination_

Client Population
The-chance of succeeding in any service coordina-

tion process is impioved greatly if the effort can be
focused on a small group such as early childhood
special education, and if it can be limited to a specific
community or small geogiaphic area. If fewer agencies
are involved and feyAr clients are targeted, effective
lines 4 communication and working relationships can
be established move easily. Gilbert and Specht (1977)
showed that interagency coordination projects With
fewer than a dozen agencies are more likely to work
than those with more agencies. In large urban areas
success is jeopardized if coordination attempts are not

, broken down into subgroups.
..

Family
Programs such as HCEEP are aware of the impor-

tance parents play in the early education of their
handicapped child. Parents and extended family as
part of an interagency team can share case manage-
ment responsibilities.

Rural Service Delivery .

Existing natural helping networks should be consid-
ered in any service coordination effort, especially in
rural areas. Traditionally, friends and neighbors de:
liver human services in rural areas. They and others
encounter many problems. For example, communica-
tion and transportation are more difficult in rural
areas than in urban areqs. Telephone service some-

, times is no; available in remote areas, and public
transportation usually is lacking. Distances are great
and the availability of a car is often unpredictable.
Other resources needed to meet the needs of handicap-
ped individuals in rural areas are sparse. Consequent-
ly, human services personn'el are often frustrated
because they cannot provide the assistance requested.
Professionals who see rural clients in universities must
recognize these problems so they don't Prescribe treat-
ment or services that aren't available where the client

- lives. Interagency coordination in rural areas can help
, .. guide universitites and other distant providers in allo-.
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cating resources and addressing collectixely problems
inherent in rural service delivery.

Characteristics of Delivery System
The characteristics of the delivery system and the

profe9ionals who work in,it play an important role in
the organization of any coordination process. Each
major service delivery system has its own model of ser-
vice delivery and years of tradition and experience,
based on methods used under such models, which must
be dealt with when crossing over into other systems.
Each of the service delivery systems probably was de-
Moped independently in response. to a need in its
areas of speciality. Educators consider their model,
which concentrates on learning and behavior, the
most appropriate model for serving the handicapped.
Health professionals argue that their medical model,
which concentrates on the synilatoms of disease and
the physician's role, is most , appropriate. Social
workers feel the model should focus on economic
status, living conditions, and individuals who influ-
ence the handicapped child's environment. The poten-.
tial for dissonance between models is present in any in-
teragency initiative.

Each of these models has a role in providing services
to the handicapped child. And, these models can work
together harmoniously if the professionals and admin-
istrators involved dkide which combination of ap-
proaches is appropriate for service delivery in their
particular community. The approach used in one com-
munity may be unacceptable in another, and these dif-
ferences shduld not be discouraged. Crossing over and
combining service delivery models is an effective
strakegy to develop service coordination arrange
menit.

4

Roadblocks to
Service Coordination

.- A number of roadblocks exist that can inhibit in-
teragency cobrdination. .

Resistance to change is a great inhibitor. People
become comfortable with the status qua and are very
resistant to .any type of change in their work methods
or procedures. It is very difficult to overcome years of
tradiCion in an existing service delivery system.

'The issue of control is another roadblock. Profes-
sionals are taught they must be in control of a child's
situation in order to accomplish a treatment prograrn
And one of the first rules of good management is that
to administer a program, you must have control of
resources. In interagency coordination, however, pro-
fessionals and administrators must share control with

26
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others. Therefore, the issue of territoriality must be
,considered. Since the territorial issue is less prevalent
in the community than at the statelevel (Elder, 1981),
collaborative efforts at the community level have been
more successful than statewide efforts.

. Uninformed or misinformed'community profes-
sionals (especially those- in private practice) often in-
hibit service coordination efforts. Physicians in private
Practice sometimes are, unaware of the latest educa-
tional programs available 'for various types of handi-
caps, so thby may misinform parents. Physicians in
private practice also may be unwilling to accept input
from other professionals in the areas of special educa-
tion, social work, and pSycholov. Physicians who have
recently completed medical sohool training programs,
especially those whdtave gone thrgugh interdisciplin-

, ary training for the developmentally disabled, usually
are more open to nonmedical mcklels. frilost profession:,
als in private practice in small communities have
neither the time nor the interest to stay informed of
the latest advances in caring for handicapped ehil-:
dren. Many also are uninformed of the complexities of

`the delivery system required to provide serviced for
these children. Theprimary-care physicians and other
private practice professionals who provide seriices to
handicapped children must be involved in inrinter-
agency network.

Professional jargon is used in all 'diseiplines. And
the jargon usually is unique to each particular disci-
pline ocbservice delively system. Problems occur when
different disciplines join to meet the needs of a multi-
handicapped child.

Piecemeal. additions to various programs formed
without any long-range or bontinuous,plan has iesnit;
`ed ta-fragmented delivery systems. Lack of communi-
cation and coordination among various federal and
state agencies adds to the confusion. In Creasing

numbers of free-standing programs means duplication
of effort in some areas, gaps in serrices. in other areas,
and confusion for consumed. Also, roles and functions
of the many agencies involved are ambiguous. This
dispersion of authority and responsibility means that
no person or agency interprets overall needs, develops
priorities, monitors progess, or presents achievements
for services to the handicapped.

Critical Factors for
Coordinating Services

To overcome some of the roadblocks discussed,
preschool planners must recognize some critical fac-
tors that must permeate the interagency effort.

Client-Centered Approach
The concept of service coordination is nothing new

in the human services arena. During the 1960s, many
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apempts were made to link programs. Community ac-
tion agencies, model cities, the Inter-governmental
Cooperation Act'of 1968, and the Integrated Grants
Administration -are a few examples. In 1971, Elliott
Richardson, then Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, issued a memoran-
dum designed to make coordination of services a na-
tional policy. Another majot activity Was the federal
support of 45 Services Integration Targets of Oppor-
tunity (SITO) Projects; most involved state or local in-
teragency linkages.

The success of m
service coordination

of these attempts dt improving
short term, and there were

man5, reasons. A majof factor was the effort to coordi-
nate the system itself rather than the services around
the client. Importance seemed to be placed more on de-
signing new delivery systems, mdnagernient techniques,
and cost-cutting mechdnisms, than on finding better
ways ,to serve clients. To coordinateServices success-
fully, it is Issential to make tte recjpient of sevices,--
the young handicaoped cluldL.Me focus for an§

change.
,

Effective Communication
Good cortimunication is important. Wiener (190)

suggesfed that communication 0 fie cement of organ-
izations that enables group thought and' actiun. M a
study on interorganizational relationships of agencies

t, that deal with problem youth,'Hall and Oark (1975)
found that conflict between organizations can be
handled positively through good and frequent corii

munication patterns. ,Hage (14975) also stressed the
need for effective, communication.

The idea of communication as a coordination mech-
anism Seems logical based- on the aksumption that a
major problem is that situations change too fast Tliis
requires an almost continuous flow of information.
Open, direct communication by agen'cy staff leads to
trust and mutual support (Hall, 1980).

Triist Relationships ,
Procedures designed to build interpersonal relation-

ships cannotbe successful without trust among all par-
ties concerned with the process of delivering human
services. In recent years, consideration of interpersonal
relationships has erod . In retrospect, it seems some
laws, mandates, and 'tce programs were implement-
ed in response to a growing distrust among profession-
als, cqnsumers, service agencies; and the general pub-
lic. For example, the federal mandate for individual-
ized programs grew out of a conviction that service
delivery systems were not addressing and monitoring
effectively the special needs of certain individuals. The
decline of trust has been accompanied.by a prolifera-
tion pf service coordination and Case management pro-
cedures. Therefore, it seems counterproductive to rec-
ommend procedures to counteract this pattern without
first addressing the basic ingredients of trust among all
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parties to the serv iceioordination and delivery process
(Hall, 1960).

Development of Positive Attitudes
A positive attitude is crucial.fo build trust and effec-

.tive communication. So, personalities of service pro-
viders and administrators and the attitudes they exhibit
are key factors of the outcome of.any service coordina-
tion process. 'Reliefs, values, self-confidence, ability to
empathize with the client, motivation, and other
sonal factors influence day-to-day *behavior.

Positive attitudes will get positive results; negative
attitudes will, get negative results. Pessimistic, suspi-
cious, or blindly critical staff hurt efforts Of agencies to
cooperate. Understanding, confident, patient, sincere,
considerate, enthusiastic staff often can overcome the
strongest bureaucratic roadblocks.

,

. ,
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T'reschoorProjects' Role

r
The efforts of diverse programs such as HCEEP can

influence community collaboration efforts. The ,Intet-
agency Workbook for Serving Preschool Handicapped
Children (AAUAP, 1980.) has been particularly effec-
tive (the workbook was field-tested at three coniinuni-,
ties). The book outlines procedures comnomity agen-
cies should follow to assess the needs and resources for
pieschool children and provides a mechanisrnifor de-

,

termining servicelaps and areas of duplication.
Interagency coordination efforts can benefit the

community, parents, children, and 'the HCEEP pro-
jects and other agrncies involved in the delivery ofoer.
vices. And, as communities work to coordinate efforts-,
to serve the early childhood handicapped population,
those individuals in preschool projects that plan ,these
systems should keep in mind these considerations*:

4 The system should be as simple as possible.
Decision:making Power should be placed in the

'community close to the recipient of services.
st The system should be flexible and allow for

choices..
The system should be responsive to the needs of

the target population.
The system should be adaptable to new ideas, to

changing situations, and to new knoWledge.
Finally, the system should Be accountabre.

'Considerations are based on similai4ecommendation.s made in 'a
study by the California Office of Statewide Health Planning and
Development. The report Issues in Planning Services for California's
Children and Youth: The Firsjoitep (1980) is recOm mended highly for
anyone interested in services to children.
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Chapter 3

A Framework
for Planning

by Michael Woodard,
. Joy Hicks Cooper,

and Pascal L. Trohanis
_

We start with the premise that interagency collab-
oration will be more effective, that is, children and
families will be served better, if the collaborative ef-
fort is planned, rather than reaCtive or random. Little
is gained brhastily priming interagency mechanisits.
Indeed, experience has taught many of us that the ride
on the interagency bandwagon can be short. Inter-
agency collaboration is complicated enough and the
anticipated effects for our clients are important

. enough to justify careful planning.
This chapter will explore a general planning frame-

work in three phases; preplanning, plan development,
and plan implementation.

Overview
This chapter introduces a planning framework that

evolved from the work of a committee of early child-
.. hood special educators representing the U.S. Office of

Special Edupation (now, Special Education Programs),
two technical assistance agencies (WESTAR and

TADS), and selected state education agencies (SEA)
with State Implementation Grants. They examined
their efforts during 1980-81 and together developed a
dynamic planning process that can be podifiedsto ac-
commodate diverse needs and interests of state,
regional, or local planning activities.

The framework (see Figure I) contains a sequence
of three major phases with an array of elements in

...1 each phase. This planning approach reflects a rational
process that is driven by needs and goals and that

uilds on prior activities.
The previous' two chapters of this text suggest.that

ome key activities underpinning all of the phases must
be handled by interagency planners:

Develop and maintain a broad, useful informa-
tion base;

Delineate leadership tasks and responsibilities;
Facilitate land maintain positive, clear, and re-

sponsive communication channels;
Foster positive human relations and group dyna-

mics. .
,
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Preplanning
The preplanning phase will determine the need for

interagency planning and will identify the plan devel-
opment process. Specific programmatic issues are not
addressed at this time; rather, organizational issues
that must be considered in order to plan are examined.
Preplanning lays a foundation for the intensive plan-
ning effort to come and lets us release, at little human,
financial, or political cost, the enthusiasm that builds
over ideas and causes.
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Identify Issues
This first element (see Figure 1) involves the initial

identification, verification, and definition of a poten-
itial planning need. The.essential activities at this stage
of preplanning are to determine if the issue identified
represents a true need (that is, the current system does

. not consistently deliver needed services to a client pop-
ulation) and if the need will be resolved best through a
planning process.

This element of the preplanning phase permits us to
take stock of various related issueslegislatures,
courts, superiors, advocates, the field, our own sense
of what ought to be and, aftefreflection, reduce the
inventory to those that planning can influence. We
need to be circumspect about the issues and problems
that come our way. Is it a fact that the community has
three separate child-find teams competing for a sinall
number of children? Is it a fact that the county's
physical therapist is hardly used and at the same time
hardly av ailable dur,to stringent eligibility rules? Is it
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a fact that a state agency has withdrawn speech thera-
py from its clients because its administrator believes
legal responsibility belongs to another agency? Neither
planning nor administrative responses are warranted
until we know what actually is going on.

Besides the reality of an issue, two other tests must
be applied. First, we must estimate prev alence. Mat-
ters that concern only a few individuals, albeit of tre-
mendous importance to them and Vv,orth attention,
probably _will not be candidates for comprehensive
planing. econd, the ownership of an issue influences
the planning decision. If responsibility for serving a
client or addressing a problem clearly ..belongs to
another apncy, then the planning decisfbn and pro-
cess probably are better left to that agency

Once an issue is confirmed, determine if existing
systems already have a mechanism to address, the
issue. Perhaps an existing state-level policy encourages
local units to make related personnel as ailable via
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contract to oth°er agencies. If so, the issue of the physi-
cal therapist cited aboye is close to resolution.

Mtn no mechanism exists to address an issue, ask:
"To plan dr not to plan?" Some issues are served best

1 by mobilizing existing resources, by mediatioor by
, administrative action. These options certainly are

quicker than full-scale planning and often get the job
; done to everyone's satisfaction. Is comprehensive plan-
t .
ning needed to consolidate or deactivate ihe child-find
teams mentioned above, or can agency directors ac-
cdmplish the task? I

least four situations indicate further considera-
tion, for the planning option. In one iituation, a dis-
crepancy exists between a policy or standard and its
imprlementation. For example, state regulations may
state 'that any child suspected of having a handicap-
ping condition has a right to a timely, multidisciplin-
ary evalUation. However, the interagency evaluation
team might have an impossibly long waiting list. Per-
formance\s out of phase with the standard, and the
situation,p bably will remain impervious to most ad- ../
ministrative options short of planning.

The second planning situltion occurs when a com-
munity need persists, though no agency policy iknc-
tions or explicitly recognizes the need. For exampTe, a
county estimares that four percent of its three- to five-
year-old children need early intervention services, yet
the state has neither ruandatoq nor permissive legisla-
tion to serve them. Local agencies, on their own in-
itiative, may work together to serve the children.

The third plaunOg situation occurs when no mech-
anism exists for consistently and adequately addressing
an issue. For example, though agencies have an infor-
mal system for referring clients to one another, too fre-
quently a Child will fall through the cracks. A formal,
planned referral and Aracking system may be needed.

. The fourth planning situation exists when adminis-
,trative action or policy clarification cannot be brought
to,bear successfully on an issuewhen needed change
for children does.not materialize despite good inten-

. "tltiiis and pointed actions. For instance, state agency
heads issue an agreement directing local counterparts

.,to take steps to eliminate gaps and reduce overlaps in
their service delivery systems. One year later, all is as
it was. Sometimes all the directives in the world can-
not dispel long-standing rivalries, competition for cli-
ents, and redundant programs. tomprehensive plan-
ning, however, may be the'needed step to get things
moving. i,

Analyze Issues
A list of viable planning issues has been identified.

Since you can't afford to plan for all of the people all
of the time, you probably will hav.e to narrow this list
to the one or two best candidates. Dpring the second

. step in the preplanning phase, issue analysis, gather
enough information to help.you make a first cut.

The process is informal; computer analyses and for-

mal assessments of needs would be premature and ex-
cessive at this point. An armchair analysis usually is
sufficient to meet the information needs of superiors,
potential planning Cohorts, and likely sources of fund-
ing for the projected planning effort. Use standard
data acquisition techniques; review pertinent reports
and records, interview knoWledgeable public figures,
service providers, clients, and advocates, and s.sirvey
(by phone if possible) those in the field. Often, a ;our-.
nalist already has treated the issue; try to tap that
research. Find out if advocacy and public service
groups might share or help gather data.

Have enough information to permit a rough assess-
Ment of the relative merits of pending issues, Issue
analysis should yield N aluable impressions along sever-
al dimensions. For example, one issue above others
may involve the current mood of the legislature.
Another issue may piggyback handily onto a major
agency's agenda, another might capture.broad public
appeal, while another might mobilize professional
support. Issues differ in their ability to generate ad-
ministrative support, funding, and long-term com-

,mitments. Sometimes, no matter how much planning
and, resources are poured into an issue, nothing
changes. Issue analysis can help planners recognize
when this type of situation is inevitable. A clear sense
oi the interplay of these and other variables helps the
planncr make initial decisions confidently and respond
intelligently to the concerns of superiors and funders.
Private foundations, in particular, are astute gaugers
of the political ramifications of an idea, Usually, ad-
ministrators will support an effort that promises some
benefits to clients, fits into the overall styleand agenda
of the agency, brings some positive recognition to the
organization and its individuals, and doesn't cost too
much.

Identify Constraints and Resources
Comprehensive planning efforts need resources

(money, time, energy, information, political support).
Identify constraints and resources in the preplanning
phitse to anticipate areas of abundance and scarcity,
to make realistic budget projections to superiors and
hinders, and to help fellow planners know in advance
what they are getting into. Sometimes, abundant
resources in some areas can.be shifted to cover short-
falls in other.areas. The consequences of irreparable
scarcity (internal political support, for example) can
be evaluated before the planning effort gets under-
waY. When constraints are severe, it often is best to
postpone planning to better times.

When planning interagency efforts, theissue of con-
straints and resources has both bright and gloomy
aspects. On the bright side, the collective certainly can
muster more fiscal, human, information, and political

\ resources than a single agency. An interagency group
also is generally in a better posidan to get outside
money and to get politicians' attention. On the other
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hand, resources invariably are distributed unevenly
across agencies. A has money, B has time, C has
energy, D has clout, E has information, and F has
none of the above. Planners must balance assets
against deficits to minimize resentment and disap-
pointment. Identifying constraints and resources early
can help planners avoid problems.

Secure Administrative Commitment
Planners can expect administrators,..ta.cast a waiy

eye on anyone proposing to spend substantial iiinounts.
of time and money on interagency planning. However
difficult, it is absolutely critical to obtain and hold ad-
ministrative commitment: The planning effort relies
on the administrator's support to apply for money, to
mobilize colleagues from other Agencies, to sanction
activities like meetings and 'surveys, to protect the
planner from accusations that he or she is "planning,
not working," 'to smooth the way politically, and to
implement the plan.

The planning/product dilemma can cause some
stress between administrator and planner. Human ser
vice agencies add other bureaucracies generally mea
sure success in terms of products (e.g., children screen-
ed, documents published, regulations issued, work
shops held, number of people trained). Even the most
supportibe administrator occasionally will be hard
pressed to justify expending substantial resources on a
single product, especially one that is merely a means to
other distant ends.

The challenge of getting and keeping administrative
support is multiplied by the number of agency heads
in the interagency planning effort. And the planning/
product dilemma is multiplied as well. If it is hard to
hold one administrator at bay with the promise of a
single product, consider the job of courting ten admin-
istrators. Sometimes, one or. two administrators will
Withdraw their support in midstream or divert the
planning process to their own ends. Sometimes, an ad-
ministrator will run afoul of his or her own superiors
or will leave to take another job. Don't be surprised to
find a large amount of your time and energy going to
these problems.

Identify Participants
Preplanning typically involves only a small group of

individuals often working ober lunch and after office
hours. Often, regular business responsibilities catch
up, and the issue that felt so important last month
presses less and less. Sometimes, however, an inter-
agency proposal gets funded, the boss gets an idea, the
governor issues a decree, or consumers issue an ultima-
tum, and opportunity aristo address a particular
concern. At this point, the dine of participants should
be expanded.

In this planning framework, identifying participants
does not mean inviting every imaginable agency to a
task force meeting. Big numbers are great for a rally
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but hard on planning efforts. Based on the authors ex-
perience and literature on organizational development,
the optimum planning group is made up of eight to
twelve members. Have enough people to generate ideas
and discussion (and hold the group to its task) but not
so many that people must fight for time to be heard.
Unfortunately; news of an impending interagency ef-
fort seerris to make agencies crowd into the conference
rooin; nobody wants to be left ont. However, not
every agency in the town, region, or state can a ought
to be involved in the planning process.

The convenor or preplanner must be selecthe re-
garding planning-group membership. The political
process and interagency relationships should be con-
sidered carefully to include influential individuals who
can expedite certain activities. Use the following mite-
ria to screen candidates. relevance of the planning
issue ta the agency, authority or access to it, and inter-
personal and communication skills.

Generally, planning will be, 01 deepest concern to
those few agencies that haw inbested the most identity
and resources. These agencies should' be invited to
plan. Their individual and collectibe experience will
aid discussion and help generate realistic solutions.
Thefact that these agencies stand to be most affected
by the planning group's recommendations and actions
ensures committed participation. Com ersely ;agencies

ith moderate or little inbestment likely will be simi-
larly committed. The planning group should keep in-
formed' those agencies not directly involved in plan-
ning, and they should call, on those agencies'for assis
tance when necessary.

Authority is 'a criterion for selecting planning-group
members that is cited frequently in interagency litera-
ture. Recruiting agency directors for the planning
group w ould appear to answer this concern. The direc
tors could speak for their respectibe agencies, hammer
out a collectibe solution, gibe appRob al, and commit
resources. Unfortunately, , there are problems w ith this
approach. "Turf" issues can be exacerbated by bring-,
ing together agency heads. A chief executive's major
responsibility,, after serbing clients, is protecting and
enhancing the position of his or her organization.
Anothei difficulty is the familiar "too many chiefs and
not enough Indians" phenomenon. Valuable time and
eriergty can be lost as directors, normally equal in
status, jockey for position in the new planning group.

For good or bad, however, the issue of director par-
ticipation usually is moot because agency heads often
don't have rime for any interagency matters, much less
comprehensive planning. Usually the task is delegated
to a subordinate, and this can hay e seb eral adv antages.
First, the delegate may know more than the director
about the issue in question. For example, if the issue is
child identification, the best resource probably is the
agency's child find coordinator. Second, the sklegate
may be closer to or part of the agenCy's line staff, and
so more aware of the needs, preferences, and limita-
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tions of the actual implementors. Lastly, the delegate
may have an easier time than the director getting used
to a middle or rower position in the planning-group
hierarchy.

The major drawback is that the delegate may not be
authorized to speak for The director or may have no
actual influence on the director. The delegate without
influence can be no more than a token member of the
planning group. This situdtion is worse than not repre-
senting the agency at all (as a group member the agency
has rights of consultation-and veto). A delegate's influ-
ence on his or her director is an imPortant factor when
identifying participants of a planning group.

The interpersonal and communication skills of can-
didates especially are important to the smooth work-
ing of the planning group. Friendliness; respect for
others' opinions) and experience; assertiveness; talents
for listening, working on a team, and compromising;
and persistence are assets to the group process. Indi-
viduals with personality conflicts should not be re-
cruited, even at the cost of losing exclusive informa-
tion or skill. If needed, these resources can be tapped
outside of the group. Similarly, dominating persons
shOuld be brought on board only after weighing care-
fully their potential impact on the group and assessing
cheas and balances.

This planning framework views interagency coordi-
nation as a temporary alliance for the purpose of ad-
dressing a specific issue. This conception is a narrow
one, but it is one which might help lower the mortality
rate of interagency efforts. A small interagency coali-
tion functioning efficiently probably is better incen-
tive than a directive from the state office to try the in-
teragency alternative.

lb

Plan Development
Plan development is the next general phase of plan-

ning. During this phase, participants, under some form
of leadership, create concrete outcomes such as state-
ments of interagency goals and objectives, delineation
of issues to be addressed along with alternative strate-
gies, and a design for evaluation. Each of ten elements
is described briefly.

Develop a Purpose Statement
The first action of the assembled interagency plan-

ning group, and the beginning of the plan development
phase, is to develop a purpose statement. According to
Gentry (1979), a purpose statement is:
A general, overall statement of purpose; a description
of the ideal world, the condition of which may never
be realized, but toward which all efforts must be di-
'meted. (page 23)

The planning group must generate a statement 'that
is not so general nor so ideal that it is meaningless. To
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accomplish this, the group mulst link the purpose state-
ment as directly as possible to their planning issue. For
example, if the issue is gaps and overlaps in services to
preschool handicapped children, the corresponding
purpose statement might be to provide comprehensive
and efficient services to preschool handicapped chil-
dren in our commugity. A less global issue might be:
lack of communication among agencies Involved in the
evaluation of preschool handicapped children. A pos-
sible puipose statement might be: to ensure that agen-
cies receive the results of preschool handicapped eval-
uations in a timely and informative manner. Note that
each of these purpose statements is open ended con-
cerning the solutions to the problem. Solutions will be
addressed (later in the plan development process) by
goals and objectives formulated in respotist to the find-
ings of an assessment of needs.

There are several group-process benefits to be de-
rived froth developing a purpose statement. For many
participants, this is the first concrete opportunity to
get involved in the planning process. So far, the pre-
plannershave been in charge. Developing the purpose
statement together puts all on equal footing no small
matter in interagency coordinationand permits a
fresh start on the issue. Another advantage is that the
activity immediately mobilizes individual and agency
energy toward group ehds: people start off working as
a group. Further, as a reflection of individual input
and agreement, the purpose statement becomes a basis
for ctimmon understanding and individUal" commit-
ment. Lastly, the purpose statement serves as a guide
for all further planning activities, a point of reference
to keep the group on track. The purpose statement is
the first place to turn to when a new (or, as happens,
an old) group member asks, "Why am I here?"

Assess Needs
The needs assessment process identifies discrepancies

between what should existthe purpose . state-
mentand what does exist. The needs assessment
usually consists of gathering information on current
status, comparing current status to the standard artic-
ulated by the purpose statement, and describing the
discrepancies resulting from this comparison.

Though "needs assessment" perhaps is not the best
label for this element of plan development, early child-
hood special educators already are accustomed to at
least two types of needs assessment: assessment of
training and technical assistance needs and assessment
of current services and resources: Since the planning
needs assessment is restricted to planning issues, its
focus is much more precise. The term "research" may
be more appropriate since the point is to gather as
'much hard data as possible.

The group will need facts and figures, including pro-
jections of future service requirements. Agency records
contain much of the information, actuarial and census
data can be useful, and state education agencies col-
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lect much new data as they fulfill their monitoring
and planning functions. Simple statistical analysis can
determine such matters as the average time elapsed
between a child's referral and signing of his or her IEP
or the distribution of af-risk infants throughout a city
(this information could be useful in assigning case
management responsibility). The degree of rigor clear-.
ly distiirishes the planning needs assessment from
the earlier preplanning element of issue analyiis. The
needs assessment is pivotal most planning decision
making and future resource allocation rely on infor-
mation acquired through this process.

The actual group process need not be complicated.
Figure 2 shows a quick method a planning group can
use to generate information needs, sources, and strate
gies for getting the information. The information
needs derive largely from common sense and a basic
grasp of the ecology of the issue. The needs will point
to information sources. Strategies depend on group
preferences and skills. Time restrictions depend on the
needs assessment activities. The various individuals
and task forces report back to the group at a set time.
The application of the analyzed and organized data to
the purpose statement yields current and projected dis-
crepancies between standard and performance.

Arrive at Issue Consensus

The needs assessment procedure can identify a vari-
ety of problems which will confirm or refute the lessi
sophisticated preplanning issue analysis. The purpose
of the issue consensus element is to integrate proriously
collected information into a unified list of issues
agreed upon by the planning participants. Consensus
at thi point in the process unifies and ecergizes the
group for the considerable taskSahead. Lack of.conserl-
sus left unresolved can disrupt later attempts to plan.
It is best to anticipate some conflict over issue consen-
sus and have at hand the resources needed to negotiate
this stage. An outside group process consultant may be
useful. A particularly Unsettled group may wish to ap-
proach issue consensus through the Delphi technique.
This procedure gathers individual preferences through
a mailed questionnaire. The initial data is analyzed,
and an amended list is recycled to participants for a sec
ond ranking. If need be:this process is repeated until,
consensus is achieved.

Following are examples of issue consensus
statements:

Services are not provided consistently across the
state.

Service definitions vary from one agency to
another.

Agency mandates vary as to age, disability, and
economic status.

Consumer surveys identify confusion ove r where
to go for service.

Develop Priorities

A concerted needs assessment will probably yield
more issues than the plannirjg'group can address. C'on-
sequently, the group must prioritize the issues before
proceeding to the next element of plan development:
formulating goals and objectives. Prjorities can be
determined in several ways. Sometimes a causal rela-
tionship exists beeween issues:- e.g., some preschool
handicapped children are not served because a formal
child-find program does not exist. The latter issue has
priority because it causes the former. Political pressure
may help-sort out priorities. For example, the'demand
from parents for more related services may obscure the
fact that educational services.are inadequate. An issue
may take precedence over another simply because
agencies are equipped to deal with that issue. For in-
stance, it is probably easier to provide a pamphlet on
P.L. 94-142 to parents than it is to train them to par-
ticipate effectively in IEP meetings. Finally, existing
resources and constraint may dictate priority; e.g., a
rural area might need a centralized evaluation facility,
but money does not eiist to develop such a facility.

When issues are too close to call; a force-field analy-
sis may break the deadlock. Using this technique, the
planning group identifies the restraining and driving
forces behind each issue. Restraining forces that are
intractable (due to lack of power, time, money, and
other resourc0 are highlighted, and the group devisejs
strategies to minimize their effects. Driving forges

'with the best Prospect of success are given preference
over the others. (Appendix A outlines techniques, such
as the force-field analysis, which can be used to set
priorities.)

,

Formulate Goals and Objectives

Once priorities lime been des eloped, establish goals
for y our interagency efforts. Goals are derhed directly
from the list of priority issues and can help refine your
purpose for interagency coordination. Goals state
what you expect to achiese through interagency col-
laboration. These statements comprise the action
agenda for your efforts. Goal statements may vary in
complexity according to particular needs and at the
level (local or state) those needs will be addressed.
Keep in mind that ultimately you will have to decide
what goals are met best at what level.

Goal statements must be divided into more concrete,
manageable objectives. One method of preparing ob-
jectives is to Include these three items in the
statements; the condition for performance, the ex-
pected performance, the criteria or standard for the
performance. Figure 3 shOws an example of the rela-
tionship between goal and objective statements.



Figure 2

Assessing Planning Needs ,
, ,

Purpose Statement: To ensure that the preschool handicapped children in our community are educated by qualified teachers

Information Need Sources Strategies
.

$ . ...

. .

1. How many ECSE-certified teachers are currently Agencies with Review records or request

employed in our community? education component information in letter.

2. How many children are taught by certified teachers? ' Agencies with education Review records or request

N. component, SEA information in letter.

3. How many children are taught by noncertified Agencies with education Review records or request

teachers? component, SEA
A

Information in letter.

4. Given more effective child find, how many teachers Agencies with child-find Interviews, statistical analysis

will'be needed in each of the next threeyears? component, LEAs of trends.

5. How many certified teachers can thelocal Universitles, state certification Call department chairperson;

universities produce annually? office write certification office.

6. How many applications for ECSE pcsitions are
on file with LEAs, the SEA?

LEAs, SEA Request Info via superintendents.

:.,.

7. How many certified teachers will be lost through LEAs, teachers union Interview.

attrition? a

8. How many elementary-certified teachers would be
interested in retraining toward ECSE certification?

Teachers, teachers union, LEAs Survey.

9 Is there any difference between parent satisfaction
with certified and noncertified teachers?

Parents, teachers Survey, interview.

10. How much will hiring all certified teachers cost? Superintendents, schools boards Request information

,

. Figure 3
Relationship of Goals to Objectives

Goal Statement1,.. Objective Statement

To develop a single, com-
prehensive interagency
child-find system.

,

Condition Performte

.

Criteria

Based on careful review of yi
each participating agency /'
(i.e., their rules and regulation,
organizational structure,
source of funding, etc.).

One agency will be identified
and selected as the lead
agency for child-find
activities,

The selection will be based on
a predetermined profile of the
lead agency. This activity
will be completed by (date).

..
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Develop Alternative Strategies
Once goals and objectives are clear, the gyoup must

articulate alternative ways to accomplish each specific
objective. Strategies \are general plans of action to meet
annbjective. Generate as many alternatives as possible.
Your interagency group will contain people of differ-
ent background and with different knowledgeem-
ploy techniques to use this diversity to provide a struc-
ture for group consensus. Techniques such as nominal
group process, brainstorming, and force-field analysis
can help.

Nominal Group Process is a structured group meet-
ing where individuals generate their own ideas about
problems and rank the list of problems or solutions
through a process of alternative discussion and anony-
mous voting. For example, as mentioned earlier, a goal
for local interagency planners might be to develop a
comprehensive child-find system. Identifying and se-
lecting a lead agency may be one of your objectives.
Becausk' the local interagency planning group contains
people from the various agencies under.consideration,
everyone may have different ideas about proper char-
acteristics of a lead agency. The nominal group pro-
cess technique may be used to generate the list of agency
characteristics and place them in priority order. This
technique assures equal participation of all team
members.

Brainstorining is a method for generating and rank-
ing a lot of ideas. An interagency planning group may
find this a useful technique to generate creative solu-

tions to what might be old problems. The distinguish-
ing feature of brainstorming is that all ideas are ac-
ceptable, eyen if far-fetched.

Force Field Analysis is a technique for focusing
group discussion on the forces operating for and
against a particular goal or possible solution of a par-
ticular problem. A force is any physical, organiza-
tional, emotional, or attitudinal circumstance which
must be considered in a given situation.

These techniques also may help the group prioritize
strategies and seleCt the most effective and efficient
way to accomplish the objective. See Appendix A for
further information on these and other techniques.

Specify Tasks, Assign Responsibilities,
Establish Time Lines

Tasks are specific, short-range action steps to imple-
ment objectives. Each individual or a group of in-
dividuals in`y our planning group should have assigned
responsibilities. And, a time line for completing the
task also must be established.. When assigning tasks
and setting time lines, be certain of these conditions.
you are clear on the amount of real time a group mem-
ber has to give to the task, you know the skills and
special interests of each group member, your time
lines are realistic (it is equally damagthg to give too
much time as too little time). Figure 4 shows one way
that tasks, responsibilities, and time lines relate to ob-
jectives.

^

Figure 4
. A Way to Plan Responsibilities

Objective Task
Who Is

Responsible Method
Initiation

Date
Completion

Date

Selection of lead
agency for child-
find effort

Obtain descriptive
abstracts of
participating
agencies

_

'SIC Director
'Director of Child
Development
Center

V.

Mail abstract outline
with addressed, return
envelope. Follow-up
phone call.

,

(date) (date)

.

3

2 3
6



Assigning tasks, responsibilities, and deadlines acti-
vates each member of the group. Active participation
often means a great commitment to reach the group's
goals.

Evaluation
The next element involves developing a process for

evaluating the implementation activities of the inter-
agency planning group. Usually, evaluation is the last
elepient of most activities. However, this planning
process (see Figure 1) recommends the group collect
formative and summative data throughout the plan-
ning process.

An effective evaluation plan should be both forma-
tive and summative, and it should allow for internal
and external. evaluation. Formative evaluation ana-
lyzes the ongoing process of the planning group and
can help identify problems that can be addressed dur-
ing rather than after the process. Modifications in a
plan are more meaningful, less time consuming, and
cheaper when they are made during the planning pro-
cess. Formative evaluation can point out strengths of
the process that can be implemented in other areas of
the plan. Summative evaluation compares each group's
final products with the goals and objectives of the in-
teragency planning team.

Internal evaluation relies on self-evaluation by the
planning group. This is vital to any interagency effort.
If resources are available, external evaluation (an out-
side party evaluates each group's final products) would
be appropriate,

Copfirm Administrative Support
Communication with your administrator and con-

firmation of the commTiment you secured during the
preplanning phase should occur throughout the plan-
ning process. Keeping your administrator abreast of
your efforts will help set the climate for your next ac-
tivity.

Comfinning administrative support entails three
major thrust:

Obtain administrative support of the plan itself.
This task includes an in-depth review. (for mutual
understanding) of your interagency plan and an ex-
planation of the implications of the plan (e.g., how
will the plan affect existing service delivery systems?).

Obtain a commitment to implement the plan.
Obtain a commitment for the resources necessary

to implement the plan.
Administrative support is crucial. Without it, inter-

agency coordination is destined to fail.

Assure Public Support
Public support for Interagency coordination should

be an ongoing concern throughout the planning pro-
cess. Public support can influence greatly the success
of the plan. Communication with consumers (parents,
handicapped persons), professionals, community or-
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ganizations, and other interested citizens is an impor-
1 ,tant strategy to solicit and maintain public support.

Requesting letters, holding public hearings or meet-
ings, and other such activities might help acquire
public support for your interagency efforts:The public
knows better than any of us how difficult it is to find
assistance when services are fragmented.

Implementation
Implementation, the ffnal phase of general plan-

ning, includes determining implementation strategies;
disseminating information; evaluating, reporting, and
analyzing feedback; and making revisions.

Determine Implementation Strategies
Two prominent strategies prevail:
Pilot/Field Testing of strategies has proved success-

ful in some states. For example, one or two,schools or
developmental centers may be selected to pilot the in-
teragency plan. Problem solving and plan modifica-
tion can be easier with this local strategy. It also gives
other comthunities a chance to visit, look at, and scru-
tinize the effects of the plan before agents become ac-
tively involved in coordination activities.

Van de Ven and Koenig (1976) identify four condi-
tions that are critical to success of a pilot test:

Complete commitment to the plan and direct in-
volvement by line administrators in the' activation pro-
cess;

Technical assistance and training proyided to
staff to help them perform their new roles;

Ongoing monitoring and evaluation to provide
feedback to staff;

Active participation by staff to make corrective
adjustments.

Selection of appropriate sites is another factor that
appears critical to the value of a pilot/field test. Con-
sider the following six variables:

Availability of Resources. Does the community
have the staff, the facilities, the administrative sup-
port, the variety of services, etc., to hnplement the
plan?

Level of Current Service. What is the current
level of service? Perhaps it would be valuable to field-
test the plan in an area with limited services and ip
areas with extensive services.

Capability of Data Collection and Evaluation.
Can accurate information be gathered to evaluate and
to modify the plan as appropriate?

Geographic Diversity. It may be valuable to
select urban and rural communities.

Ethnic.and Cultural Diversity. If the, popuration
of the state represents a variety of distinct ethnic and
cultural groups, it may be essential to select com-
munities that represent such groCips.
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Acceptance of Plan. Is the community motivated
to implement the plan? Was the community involved
in the plan's development? Do they feel a sense of
ow nership? Are they motivated and committed to try?

Statewide Implementation is a second prominent
strategy. This large-scale endeavor invoh es statewide
acceptance and participation in the plan. Factors to
review when considering full implementation are five-
fold:

Is there widespread_vpport and acceptance for
the plan and its implementation?

Are resources available to implement the plan
throughout the state?

Has communidation been positive', effective, and
constant throughout the planning process? Have pub-
lic awareness efforts been successful statewide? Have
key agencies and professionals been informed, and are
they prepared to accept full implementation?

Have restraining forces been identified, and have
preparations been, made to accommodate them?

Is adequate training and technical assistance
available from state-level agencies to assist local im-
plementors?

The decision of which strategy to implement may
be made at the administrative or legislative level.
However, the people involved in the planning process
(whether local, regional, or state) may be more famil-
iar with the effect of implementatioRoand should be
prepared toadvise decision makers accordingly.

Interagency collaboration involves different activi-
ties at various levels; determine what can be imple-
mented where. For example, interagency efforts at the
local level may address the sharing of personnel or
transportation. However, coordination efforts rriay be
stalemated without sanction from state offices that are
fiscally responsible for such services. And, state-level
ageements without local support seldom have substan-
tial impact on local service delivery systems. It may be
necessary to begin interagency coordination at both
levels simultaneously.

Dissemination/Public Awareness
Inform individuals, agencies, and organizations of

the approved plan and their roles in its implementa-
tion. The success of this step depends largely on effec-
tive communication throughout the plan development
process. This step includes internal and external ac-
tivities. Internally, identify and inform persons within
the state agency of the plan, and what, if any, tole
they will play. External actiyities include identifying
agencies which may be affected by the plan (LEAs,
developmental centers, social services, maternal and
child health, universities). If representatives from these
organizations are a part of the planning group, .they
can provide ongoing communication to their organi-
zations.

oe-
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Evaluation and Reporting
EN aluation is the systematic collection and analysis

of data for the purpose of determining your plan's ef-
fectiveness and your future acthities. The method you
choose to implement the interagency plan will influ-
ence the evaluation design you choose. The phases
outlined below may help you plan for the ev aluation
of your interagency efforts:

Phase AEvaluation Prerequisites. Ask these cri-
tical questions. Why evaluate? What is to be evalu-
ated? How will the evaluation be used? Who will use
it? What resources are available to conduct the evalu-
ation?

Phase BEvaluation Objectives. Set criteria that
will indicate if the goals of your interagency effort
bave been reached.

Phase C Evaluation Design. Develop the design
according to the evaluation objectives and criteria.

Phase DEvaluation Implementation. Activate
the evaluation plan.

Phase EEvaluation Analysis and Feedback.
Analyze your data and prepare a report trl share with
all concerned and involved in your effort.

Reporting consists of compiling the data, analyzing
it, and preparing it (or dissemination. Each agency,
organization, and individual affected by the inter-
agency plan shoultl receive a copy of the final report
with a request for feedback, The report should be tail-
ored to each audience.

Feedback/Revision
The final element in the planning frameWork, Feed- -

back/Revision, calls for identifying suCcesses and fall-°
ures in implementation processes so modifications can
be made. Feedback may suggest your group return to,.
a particulaf phase of the planning rpodel(e.tg., maybe
administrative support was not confirmed or as dom-
mitted as you thought). Systematic monitoring will ,
reveal avenues for revising your interagencyAforts.

.Closing
It is the authors' intention to provide the reader

with an introduction to one franiework for planning
interagency coordination. This framework presented
is goal based, sequential, and suggests a rtumber of in-
teuelated (occasionally concurrent) activities and pro-
cedures. Further, it is flexible enough to adapt to vari-
ous .contexts and levels of planning opportunities.
Finally, it can facilitate decision making.

Four key factors pervade three major phases of
'Arming. information base, leadership, communica-
tion protocols, and human relations/group dynamics,
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Introduction'

TADS asked eight projects of the federal govern-
ment's Handicapped Children's Early Education Pro-
gram-(HCEEP) to present case studies of interagency
coordination efforts for this section of the book. This
introduction will examine contributor selection, case-
study development and format, and common features.

Contributor Selection
In JtInuary 1981, TADS siaff reviewed the 1979-80

HCEEP overview and Directonj to identify demon-
stration, outreach and State Implementation Grant
(SIG) projects that focused on interagency coordina-
tion as a major goal. (Due to fiscal constraints, TADS
sought only HCEEP projects located east of the Missis-
sippi, though many. projects in western states have
outstanding interagency programs.) About 20 projects
were surveyed by mail and phone to determine the

character and quality7 of their interagency programs.
Foc this purpose, TADS staff developed the Contribu-.
tor Review Form for Interagency Casebook (Appendix
B).

Criteria of quality and balanceiguided the second
round of review. To be included in the casebook, proj-
ects first had to exhibit several indicators of quality"
(e.g., involvement with many agencies, clarity of pur-
pose and process, longevity, stable funding, and formal
evaluation). Second, contributors had to be sufficiently
diverse so that the casebook could reflect the diversity
of the HCEEP Network. Reviewers examined geogra-
phy- (locationurban/rural); type (demonstration,
outreaCh, SIG); and fiscal agency (public school,
hospital, university, private, etc.). Eight projects were
selected, and their directors were invited to contribute
to this work.
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Case Studies Development
Conceptualizing and writing Were the major steps

in developing the case studies. Though coordination
effort's were diverse, the format for presenting the
studies needed to mediate this diversity while still en-
couraging an in-depth exploration of the togig.To
achieve this structure, items relevant to intewency
research and reporting identified by McLaughlin and
Christensen (1981) and Elder (1981) were combined
with the TAM Contribirtor Review Form mentioned

`above and yielded a list of 24 interagency topics. The
topics were rated according to potential use to IICEEP
project, the list and rating 'results are in Apliendix C.
An annotated Interagency Casebook Chapter Format
(Appendix D) was developed from this information
and intioduced to confributors at a meeting at TADS
at Chapel Hill in late March. The contributors began
writing their case sludies at this meeting (TADS staff
were on hand to clarify the format). The case studies

'were completed at the projects and submitted tr.CTADS
4 for editing and publiCation.

Section Format

This Section II of the Interagency Casebook is
divided Into four Parts. The divisionsWere not imposed
upon the contributors beforehand, rather they emerg-

*ed from the materials...

Part 1. Product Development. Project SCOOT-
ER at:Columbia, South Carolina, led an interagency
team that revised a ptiblished assessment instrument to
meet the special needs of deaf and hard of hearing
children. The Massachusetts SIG funded and helped
regionalinteragency committees to develop a comput-
erized directory of services and resources available ,to
young handicapped children.

Part 2. Rural Areas and Small Towns. The Fam-
ily, Infant and Toddler (FIT) Project at Nashville, of-
fered eitensive training to *rural professionals in early
devlopment and education and aided interagency ef-
forts to start local programs for special children. Child
Development Resources (CDR) at Lightfoot, Virginia,
convinced the local public school system to take re-
sponsibility for the community's handicapped pre-
schoolers and to sanction CDR's service to children
under aged two years.

Part 3. State Stimulation of Local Efforts. Both
the Maine and Connecticut SIGs explored the viability
of state-mediated interagency coordination by fund-
ing local pilot sites to improve service delivery to
young handicapped children.

Part 4. Urban and Suburban Challenge& The In-
fant Stimulation/Mother Training Program at Cincin-
nati, spearheaded the founding of United Services for
Effective Parenting (USEP), an interagency collabora-
tive serving infants and their families. In yorktown
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Heights, New York, the Regional Demonstra 'on Pro-
gram for Preschool Handicapped Children ai ed ser-
vice delivery-,terall young handicapped chi1re.in18
school districts.

Common Features
Though the case studies are far more different than

they are similar, several common features are evident
when the contributions are taken as a whole. Nearly
,all the contributors cited the same basic reason for try-
ing the interagency alternative. inefficient or inade-
quate service delivery systems. Most projects reported
that overtures to other agencies were received amiably,
despite prior disappointing or mixed experiences with
interagency coordination (due, in part, to the tangible
benefit offeced in exchange for participation). Affirm-
in the value of other agencies' contributions to the
coifimunity was another common (and successful) re-
cruiting strategy . Most agency administrators endorsed
the interagency initiative by granting release time to
staff to participate. /

Most projects turned either to interagency theory or
reported research and practice before beginning their
own initiatives. Considerable planning was done and
individual processes of interagency coordination were
developed carefully and deliberately.

Several trends were evident in the types and amounts
of resources (human, physical, fiscal, and informa-
tional) needed to start and maintain interagency coor-
dination. Commonly cited *human resources were
leaders' political skills and participants' commitment
(to the effort) and positive attitudes toward one
another. The few physical resources needed were meet-
ing space, phone, copier, and an occasional secretary.
A split was evident in the fiscal needs of state- and
locally funded efforts. Local projects often slip inter-
agency responsibilities into existing job descriptions;
states fund full- or half-time interagency coordinators.
Consequently, state interagency coordination pro-
grams are more expensive! Many contributors found it
useful to share among agencies infcirmation on services,
mandates, restraints, phijosophies, and funding
sources. Sharing information helped build trust.

Several driving forces were cited frequently as pro-
moting interagency coordination local need, man-
dates; administrative support; federal, funds; and
positive, committed pedple. But, a number of restrain-
ing forces were noted repeatedly: personnel changes
and conflicting regulations, procedures, opinions, and
personalities. Several positive effects of interagency
coordination were mentioned often: improved services
to children and families; increased awarenessof early
childhood special education needs and resources; a
more effective advocacy base; And wider, mote sys-
tematic professional networks.

A final common feature is worth noting. interagency -

coordination took much more time than nearly all
thought it would.
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Project SCOOTER for
Hearing Impaired..Children

,

Address: 819 Barnwell Street phone: (803) 777-7876 .

Communicative Disorders Type Project: Outreach
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208

Fiscal Agency: University of South Carolina

Contact: Joan C. Rollins*

;

Project Description: .

Project SCOOTER for Hearing Impaired Children is A'model program for the early identification and educa-
tional intervention for hearing impaired children birth to aged four years and their parents.

,

Synopsis of Interagency Coordination Program: ..

Seven agenAesa state school for the deaf, two private schools, a local education agency (LEA), a speech and

. hearing center, and two HCEEP programsidentified a common need for fi criterion-;eferenced assessment in-
strument for preschool hearing impaired children to document entry level skills, record children's progress, and aid
educators to plan instructional objectives and activities: After reviewing existing'instruments, the LAP-D was sel

lected for adaptation and expansion for the deaf. The Product, The Assessment Battery of Communication Skills
(ABCS) for Hearing Impaired Children, follows the same format as the LAP-D; it can be administered with the
1.1P-D or as a separate communication skills assessment for preschool hearing impaired children. The instrument
is being field-tested and will be published in the spring of 1982.

The interagency group is now working on an accompanying learning activities manual.

'Case study author.
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The Setting

The Problem
In summer 1978, several agencies Pioviding services to young hearing impaired children in the state met to in-

crease awareness of each other's aciivities, to improve communication, and to share resources. The need for an
assessment instrument emerged at this meeting. All participants agreed to continue working together to resolse the
problem.

The Climate
Historically,, polarization resulting from differences in educational philosophies and senice delis ery systems has

limited interagency cooperhtion among educators of the deaf. In this instance, howeser, a shared need, feelings of
helplessness and frustration, and opportunities for group interaction broke down these barriers. A cooperathe at-
titude developed to meet a common need.

Project Commitment
With product development and interagency cooperation among its stated goals, Project SCOOTER requested

and reised the fiscal resources necessaiy to assume a leadership role. Although such resources were not mailable
to other agencies, their commitment was obvious. For example, some pros ided accommodations in their homes to
those with limited trawl funds, one LEA representative, denied released time, took annual leave days to attend
meetings, and all, despite demanding professional responsibilities, devoted much time and energy.

The Start

Base in Theory/Research/Practice
The participants were not aware of any existing models for an interagency approach to product des elopment.

Representatises of the HCEEP projects shared their experience in agency network activities with others, such as
LEA and private agency staff, Who had had less experience with interagency efforts.

Planning
Initial planning took place informally through professional meetings and telephone. All sen ice pros iders within

the state were contacted and ideas exchanged. Many reported using an excellent assessment instruntent des eloped
for hearing preschoolers, but expressed cdncern about its limitations for the hearing impaired., As, the idea for
adapting this instrument esolsed, a need ,for more group structure and organization became apparent. The first
planning and work session was held in December 1978. The agencies attending had diverse experience, back
grounds, and expertise. Group discussion identified five specific skills areas requiiing assessment. Within the group
were indhiduals recognized as particularly knowledgeable in these skill areas. Each ligency agreed tu deselop one
section for its area of expertise. Time lines were set and a second group meeting scheduled for spring 1979.

Approaching Agencies
Participants discussed the project with colleagues at social and professional meetings and at other interagency

activities. Other educators were receptive, expressing the same need for assessment instruments and learning ac
tivities. A second HCEEP project joined.the group after a conversatio0 at a directors' meeting re0ealed identical
goals. The developers identified and contacted resource,persons throughout the United States and Canada who of
fered their suggestions. What began as a statewide effoA became international in scope.

Administrative Support
With one exception (a teacher whose.LEA policies did not permit release time for interagency activities), ad-

ministrative support was strong. Several participants themselves were directors of agencies, and others enlisted ad
ministrative support by demonstrating in their own agency the need for the instrument.
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The Process

Human Resources
A limited number of professionals serve preschool hearing impaired children. Consequently, the partidliants

had often Interacted during other professional activities. Each began with and maintained anattitude of respect
for the knowledge, expertise and experience of the others. This attitude was critical for resolving differences of opin-

. idn. A second critical human resource was the orgaMzational skills of the lead agency.

Physical Resources
Each agency used their-own physical resources lo develop their section of the instrument. As these sections were

completed, the lead agency supplied resources such as materials, typing, graphics, and printing Later, when
training materials were needed, agencies.which had equipment developed the audio-visual materials

Fiscal Resources
Because fiscal capability varied greatly among the cooperating agencies, the costs for developing the product

could not be shared equally. Fortunately, die total cost was relatfvely low, with participants' travel being the
greatest expense. Since several agencies had no staff travel funds, alternative funding strategies were explored
Two centrally located private agencies reduced travel expenses by hosting group r9eetings. TADS provided two
resource persons as consultants. Subgroups were,able to work during free time at other interagency meetings

Informtion Resources
the cooperating agencies shared instructional materials, assessment procedures and instruments, curricula, and

child progress data. Completed sections of the instrument were field-tested at each of the sites, the data were col-

lected and analyzed and the instrument revised.
The developer of the LAP-D was another valuable and enthusiastkresource.

Management
Early in the group effort, leadership was assumed by Project SCOOTER, which gave needed additional re-

sources. Management responsibilities included:
1) Setting development time lines;
2) Duplicating and distributing completed section drafts and revisions;
3) Making formal and informal agreements;
4) Maintaining communication with all participants; pranning and conducting work sessions,

Communication
Division of the product into sections reduced, the need for extensive communication between the developers;

though they freely contacted resource persons from e group for advice or suggestions. Communication with the

lead agency was essential to tlie successful compl ion of the project.

Driving Forces
1) The collective human resources of the seven agencies;
2) OSE funding which permitted Project SCOOTER to assume leadership and commit resources;
3) The developers' commitment and endiusiasm.

Restraining Forces
1) Three key personnel lost during the three-year period due to agency staff changes;
2) High communication and travel costs because cooperating agencies were located throughout the country;
3) Occasional differences of professional opinion.
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Overcoming Roadblocks
, Personnel changes created only. temporary setbacks. One person selected a qualified colleague to insure con-
tinuous representation from his agency. A second was replaced by recruiting an additional resource person from
another agency. A new director of one HCEEP program continued to provide the necessary leadership and fiscal
resources. One participant took a new position, but continued to work with the group representing the new agency.

Division of the larger task into sections reduced the need for group meetings to about three per year. Agencies
with greater fiscal resources helped others.

Differences of opinion were resolved democratically through group discussion, with decision-making fostered by
the developers' respect for each other.

The Results

Informal Agreements
Agreements such as section assignments or revision dates were made during meetings or by telephone or mail.

Formal Agreements
No formal agreements between the developers were neceSsary because each had a strong personal commitment

to the goal.

Positive Effects
The group achieved its intended goal. a high quality assessment for young hearing impaired children, applicable

in any setting regardless of communication mode. The sense of accornplishrnent is growing as professionals seek the
instrument.

The participants greatly increased their own knowledge and skills by working with national consultants, re-
searching arid developing their assigned sections, and sharing knowledge.

In a field in which such cooperative efforts are rare, this rktivity strengthened interagency awareness and coop-
eration, as well as positive personal and professional relationships.

Negative Effects
Though all participants had other professional commitments, each devoted much time and energy to this proj-

ect. Developing the product decreased efficiency and time for other duties.

Evaluation Strategies
Records, such as attendance and minutes of meetings, telephone conversation notes, and copies of correspon-

dence and contracts were kept.
The field test data will be analyzed by an evaluation consultant.
Numerous requests for training confirm the need for the instrument.

Expectations vs. Reality
Initial time lines were unrealistic because developers were not aware of the scope of the final product or the ex-

tent of time and effort required. Nor did they anticipate the widespread demand for the instrument, training, and
the published product.

Replication
Interagencx product development is an effective stratpgy for the resolution of a common problem, and is highly

recommended to any group of agencies having a similar goal.

se
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Free Advice
4

0.

1) If a need for a product exists within your agency, seek out others who provide similar services. Perhaps they
have identified the same need, and wotild welcome an opportunity to work with you.

2) Begin by selecting a lead agency willing to commit the resources necessary to manage and coordinate the in-
teragency effort. ,

3) Take advantage of pooled human resources by dividing the development effort into subsections, identify par-
ticipants' expertise,and assign tasks that exploit these resources.

(
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Massachusetts State Implementation Grant*

Address: 31 St. James Ave., 6th Floor Phone: (617) 727-5770t
Boston, Massachusetts 02,116 Type Project:4SIG

Fiscal Agency: Department of Education
OP

Contact: Fran Collins t t

Project Description: l

t't

,

Since 1977, the SIG has sponsored a sequence of interagency coordination activities. A state-level group formu-
lated a plan which was field-tested at two sites. Following evaluation, the most sucessful aspects of the field test
were replicated by regional interagency task forces.

Synopsis of Interagency Coordination Program:
An interagency task force assists a full-time coordinator to identify all the resources for special needs children aged

birth to aged 6 in its region. Regional task forces are funded by the SIG and the Massachusetts Developmental
Disabilities.Council. The regional directories are then put on word processing equipment to update the informa-
tion yearly. The major objectives are to increase service access and coorclbiation. In addition, task force members
share in-service resources, develop public awareness projects and report on gaps in services.

'Massachusetts does not have a SIG project this year (1981-82).
IDivision of Special Educatio-n, State Department of Education.

tWran Collins, Statewide In-Service Coordinator for the Division of Special Education, State Department of Education, can answer questions
about the SIG project. The project's director was Ann B. Taylor, author of this case study.
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The Setting

The Problem
In 1977, concern arose that services for young children with special needs lacked coordination. Though a variety

of public and private agencies provided services to this population, services often overlapped and, in some eases,
were underused. Parents and professionals lacked information about services. Lack of a mandate for children birth
to aged 3 years created gaps in services and problems with transitions from human service agency programs to the
public schools.,

The Massachusetts Early Childhood Interagency Planning Group was convened to address these problems.

r

,...3 The Climate
Increased coordination was regarded favorably in 1977, as the state mandate for schools to serve children aged 3

to 4 years heightened awareness of the need for coordination. Many problems had occurred by extending services
to this population, previously served by agencies other than education, The process of developing a plan for in-
creasing interagency coordination was officially endorsed at the cabinet level.

The climate in 1981 is dominated by fiscal coxistraints. The state recently passed a tax limitation bill requiring
cutbacks in education expenditures at the local level. The predicted federal cutback in educational aid compounds
thesituation. However, these events are causing renewed interest in coordinating services across agency lines.

Project Commitment
State commitment to the project was indicated by. 1) initial approval of the project at the comMissioner level,

and 2) acquisition of a SIG to fund the project. The SIG funds were critical in that people who helped plan knew
from the beginning that there were resources to implement what w as developed. Past interagency planning groups
had failed because of a lack of funds. ,.

The Start

Base in Theory/Research/Practice
No entry.

Planning
Service providers, state agencies and parents helped plan the project. The process was cumbersome and

sometimes frustrating, with conseasus difficult. But, we felt the support and commitment from the various groups
which would be affected by the plan was worth the trade-offs in efficiency and time. The state-?evel group spent a
lot of time on issues such as definition of terms and bureaucratic control. For instance, a major issue Was who,
among several candidates, should be lead agency for the birth to three population. The actual plan receiveil less at-
tention and energy.

The second phase of the project was field testing of the plan developed by the State Interagency Group. Major
parts of the plan proved to be unfeasible, 'and much time and energy was spent in determining how obligated field
sites were to use a plan which did not appear to be practical in their localities. Several new components were added
by the field sites._

Perhaps state-level groups should not design specific mechanisms for service delivery, but rather stickto identify-
ing overall objectives and addressing bureaucratic issues.

Approaching Agencies
Support from agencies leaders and appropriate stalk involved in planning is critical. Establishing channels for

agency heads to use to communicate regularly helps to maintain their suPport. Approaching agencies with a
specific task or request is a better strategy than presenting a vague description of a need for better interagency cool-,

.dination.



Administrative Supgort
Important guidelines for getting and keeping administrative support are:
1) Identify staff who have access to agency Jeadership;
2) Identify and state benefits to other agencies in initial contact;
3) Involve key agency staff in developing the plan for approaching leadership;
4) Ask for written commitment;
5) Ask for specific contributions (space, time, postage, phone., staff). This promotes a sense of ownership.

Humanyiesources

The Proeess

I) The ate-level group used outside consultants (TADS and NASDE) in 'tile group process. This Kept the
group from being delayed over process issues.

2) Overall coordination and administration was provided by the U.S. Department of Education. This required
about 50 percent of one person's time.

3) Regional planning groups had full-time coordinators.
4) TADS provided coordinators with additiOnal training on managing group processes.
5) Communicating and sharing with other State Implementation Grant recipient were important.
6) Consulting on &sign and developthent of the resource directory wag" critical.

Physical Resources
1) Access to meeting space
2) Phones
3) Secretarial help

Fiscal Resources
FY 1977 $264,000 SIG
FY 1979 $ 90,585 \SIG

tIFY 1980 $ 77,952 G
$ 66,128 Massachusett Developmental Disabilities Council

Informationgiesources
1) Agencies shared information on programs, mandates, guidelines, and standards.
2) Field sites provided valuable information on how to structure groups and functions and on imprdctical parts

of the plan.

Management
'The U.S. Department of Education Early Childhood Project has assuined leadership and overall responsibility

for the activities during the projeces four years. The regional planning groups met monthly, with more frequent
meetings initially. . The organization of these meetings (agendas, minutes, follow-up work) was doneby a full-time
coordinator. The compilation of a'resource directory was a major task, since the coordinator interviewed all the
programs. The task force assisted by providing list of programs and developing forms. The other tasks (in-service
cale*dars, public awareness program, and reports on gaps in services) were addressed by the interagency group
and the coordinator.

Groups need specific functions/tasks so time spent in meetings is productive. The major tasks assigned to regional
planning groups were identified at the field site as the potentially mbst productive activities. The dilemma for
rnanagment was to provide focus aRd structure, while allowing groups enough flexibility to own the process and to
address regional issues.
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Communications
Not Applicable.

Driving Forces
1) OSE (now, U.S. Special Educatiori ProgramsSEP) funding provided for the initial state group and field-

test sites and atieast half the resources for statewide replication.
2) Most agencies viewed the effort as beneficial.
3) The Department of Education's service mandate caused schools to seek support from other agencies.
4) Fiscal constraints and interest in cost effectiveness renewed interest in coordination of services.

Restraining Forces
1) üreaucratic constraints slowed effort§, (processing contracts for field-site and regional coordinatOirs).
2 ersonnel changes in agencies.
3) Past histories of frustration with interagency groups made many people wary of investing too much time and

energy in new projects.

'OvercoMing Roadblocks
Personnel changes were overcome by ,frequent communication with agencies, meeting as scheduled, and

documenting decisions in writing.

The Results

Informal Agreements
Informal agreements were set up through an in-service calendar and by providing in-service to other agencies,

through contacts made at meetings.

Formal Agreements
Formal agreements were made between Head Start and the Department of Education.

Positive Effects
Positive results were' the creation of the resource directories, the development of interagency groups, and the

creation of regionally based prOfessional networks.

Negative Effects
No entry.

Evaluation Strategies
Case studies of field test sites are available for Years 1 and 2 from the Department of Education. The sites were

.evaluated in terms of plan use; recommendations were made for replication strategies.

Expectations vs. Reality
Initially the state group set out to design a coordinated sen ice deli% ery. System. This turned out to be impossible

at the state level because local areas were too different and services and agencies were not distributed evenly.
kt;
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Replication
No entry.

Free Advice
1) Define specific state and regional planning roles.
2) Define realistic goals and tasks. A small effort grows larger more gracefully than a big one shrinks.

.I.
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Family, Infant and Toddler (FIT) Project*

Address: George Peabody College of
Vanderbilt University
Box 151 .

Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Phone: (615) 327-8236
Type Project: Demonstration

Fiscal Agency: George Peabody College of Vanderbilt University

Contact: Bob Kibler t

Project Description:
The FIT Project is a parent-mediated, center-based, educational program serving rural mentally retarded chil-

dren biith to aged 4 years and their families in community-supported intervention programs.

Synopsis of Interagency Coordination Program:
An intensive training program focused on early intervention issues was offered to rural community professionals

as a means of stimulating interagncy coordination. Diverse agency participation in the training program led to a
network of agencies working to establish a community-based early childhood program.

The FIT Project became OUTFIT, an Outreach project, beginning 1981-82.
1Director, OUTFIT Project. The FIT Project's coordinator was Judith A. Davit, author of this case study.
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The Setting

The Problem
'Historically, with special education in general and preschool special education in particular, low incidence of

some types of handicaps made rural areas seek urban iesources rather than use limited resources to hire the
specialists needed to serve a variety of low incident handicaps (Schrag, Farago, & Walker, Note 1). Finding
specialists willing to serve rural areas was also a problem. However, rural areas are becoming less dependent upon
urban areas for resources to deliver local special education services. (Progress Toward a Free Appropriate Public
Education, Note 2). J

Rural areas have within their communities many resources available to serNe preschool handicapped children
and their families. Professionals in welfare, education, and public health agencies have skills which enable them to
meet some of the early intervention needs of handicapped children and their families. Some services are provided
by rural delivery agencies, but there usually is no coordination of efforts. More training can build a team of rural
professionals who can provide much of the needed early intervention services.

The FIT Project works with rural communities where no programs exist to establish community-supported and-
administered intervention programs for mentally retarded preschool children and their families. Community -sup-
ported programs enable children and their families to receive serNices in their own area rather than having to
travel to cities where such services tyiiically are available.

Climate
The FIT Project, operating from George Peabody College for Teachers of Vanderbilt University in Nashville,

worked with four rural communities in middle Tennessee. The project and communities had a common concern
for meeting the early intervention needs of handicapped children and their families in their oii geographic area.
This shared interest enhanced community acceptance of project activities and fostered project and community col-
laboration. Agencies' participation in the FIT Project training program enhanced support of project activities and
goals.

Project Commitment
The project demonstrated its commitments to interagency coordination and increased the pool of trained rural

area professionals by providina:
1) A nine-month, weekly training program for community professionals;
2) Personnel to conduct weeldy training seminars;
3) A lending library and child development and educational programming handouts;
4) Educational intervention through the FIT model program while local professionals enhanced and developed

their own skills.
The time it took to participate in the training program called for agencies to consider the extent of their concern

for children and families in their community. Training program participation w as not only an opportunity for
agencies to enhance services they were providing already, , but also a commitment to the primary project goal of
establishing a local early intervention program.

Issues of co-ownership and responsibility led the project to develop a series of criteria w hich communities needed
to fulfill hi show commitment to project goals. Befbre the project began in a conimunity, , the community needed to
provide the following, a facility for project acthities, supplies for the educational program (snacks and some
materials), transportation when needed for families to travel to Nashville for a comprehensiv e evaluation, and it
least one professional to participate in the training program. The absence uf any of these in% estments indicated a
lack of commitment.

The Start

in Theory/Research/Practice
e systems intervention approach which guides FIT Project activities comes from an ecological orientation

(Gabel, 1979). In this model, the rural community is a unified system comprised of subsystems including families,
neighborhoods, churches, services delivery agencies, and networks of friends. One project assumption within the
acological.and systems orientation is that all the resources needed to serve handicapped children and their families
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are available already in rural communities. The FIT Project also uses a systems interventipn approach wncerning
issues of territory, ownership, and notions of "strangers in the commtinity" (Katz and Kahn, 1966).

Consideration of these systems issues led the project to conceptualize carefully its role in the community For ex-
ample, the project's status as a stranger in the community meant we approached the community as a resource

available to locally determined ends.
Gradually the shared concern for children and families resulted in co-ownership of the primary project goal as

well as co-responsibility for achieving the goal. The project anticipated that collaboration with local sepice pro-
viders would be easier if, when we presynted our primary goal, our orientation and attitudes were helpful. The
community and the project did collaborate by freely seeking and giving advice to one another. This reciprocal in-
fluence created a sense of unity in working toward the common goal.

Planning/Approaching Agencies
Initial planning efforts focused on two levels, local and district or regional. The project strategy for entry into

the local community was to work with and support a single communityprofessional, either an agency adminis-
trator or on-line staff, to.kerve as the connector between the stranger project and the community. This professional
liaison needed three qualifications, longtime community residence, no plans for leaving job or community; and
trust and respect of local professionals.

An important planning strategy was to be open and honest from the start about project goals and activities.
Beginning with the first stages of planning and community invohement in September 1978, project staff presented

these objectives: 1) to develop a parent-mediated model of educational intervention for mentally retarded
children; 2) to establish locally supported continuing programs, and 3) to expand the pool of trained personnel in

rural areas.
To enhance the probability of community continuation of services, support for local professional activity with

the project was sought at regional and local levels. Strategies included using the project director as the contact at
the regional or district level, and the project service providers (training coordinator and infant-parent trainers) at

the local level.
The local liaison typically made first contact with other agencies in the community, presenting project goals and

planned activities to agerrcy personnel. Occasionally, the liaison told project staff whom to contact. After this ini-
tial contact, the local liaison arranged for individual meetings between a project staff member and local agencies'
representatives. Typically the liaison also participated in these meetings. Project staff usually met first With the
supervisory and administrative personnel. During these meetings, the project goal and show of commudity com-

mitment were shared and project objectives and anticipated activities reiterated. The specific goals of the initial
meeting with the agencies were to gain support for the overall project, and support for the training program in
particular. Administrators were asked to consider releasing staff to participate in the training program

Following these individual meetings, a series or follow-up contacts by project staff appraised agencies' progress

on child find, facility procurement, local professionals working with the project, and the targeted date for the of-
ficial beginning of project services in the community. Also, agency personnel were encouraged again to consider

releaing staff for training program participation.
The initial approach and follow-up contacts at the local and regional levels facilitated local involvement with

the project. In each of four communities, at least four agencies were repreSented in the training program.

%t ,

Administrative Support
,

Regional and local agency administrators were told of project goals and expectations regarding the training pro-
gram for allied community professionals. Administrators were asked to release some staff. In return (or release
time, the project promised to provide training to agency professionals in early child development, educationl pro-
gramming, child measurement, influence of handicapping conditions on development, and parent training-
counseling.

Administrators generey supported the project through staff release time. There were some regional differences

in an agency's ability to provide support to the project, i.e., the Department of Public Health lacked the personnel
in one region to provide release time. The Department of Human Services was unable to provide release time for
staff participation in any region, though they supported FIT in other ways, such as referrals and atte9dance at
special meetings.

c i.
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The Process

Htunan Resources
The pioject commitment to openness and honesty, and attitudes of joint ownership and responsibility with the

community fostered a climate of cooperation, within which interigency coordination naturally emerged. Diverse
representation oc.sommunity agencies and professionals in the contekt of the training program facilitiated col- ,

laborative effort. The training coordinator, whether presenting information about child developmelit issues or
planning individual educational programs, acknowledged individual responsibilities, the community,, and the
shared mission. This attention to individual professionals was important. Skills concerned with systems interven-
tion and community organization were critical (knaving how much outside technical assistance to provide and
how much initiative to leave to the community).

The project director's, political skills in meeting with local county' judges, regional administrators, and state
coordinators helped to acquire a multilevel base of support for the project. Periodic progress reports by mail or
phone maintained this support.

The knowledge and experience of project staff made training efforts credible and developed professionals' con-
fidence in the quality of training and educational programming.

Physical Resources
Interagency coordination was accomplished informally through a FIT Project acti*ty, and thus required no

specific coordination materials or equipment. The physical resources provided by each community included a
facility with a kitchen and children's furniture, some educational materials used with children, and family
transportation.

Fiscal Resources
Service agencies sustained the major cost tecommunities. 21 professionals representing eight sen ice deli% ery sys-

tems (public schools, the state regional facility for mentally retarded, Mental Health, Public Health, Head Start,
Governor's Office of Child Development, a private medical clinic, and rural health services) received release time
to participate in weekly sessions of the ,nine-month training piogram. Each agency paid staff salaries for three
hours each week for nine months. Professionals ranged from on-line staff to program directors. Thus, salary costs
incurred by agencies Were substantial.

.1

Churches 'Provided excellent facilities for project activities in each community,, including utilities and janitorial
services. Transportation was provided by senior citizens, public health,`and adult activity centers. Some materials
were provided by local ARCs, teen organizations and school systems.

The estimated minimum cost for operating a program similar to the FIT model, including the educaiional and
training programs, is $20,000 per site.

Info,rmation Resources
In the weekly training seminars, community professionals had opportunities to share information about their

agencies' function, funding, services, and policies. Professionals also shared their skills and knowledge throughcase
conferencing in seminars. Through the identification and discussion of individual client 9eeds, professionals
became familiar with the available community resources, and a network of interagency coordination emerged.
Participants shared materials relevant to training seminar topics and program models for early-intervention that
seemed to have potential for their community. Professionals also arranged for community visits and obsenations of
other early intervention programs in their regions.

When planning began for locally supported early intervention, professionals gathered information on how agen
cies could besvork together, what models were available, and how.to develop a model appropriate for their com
munity.

-

Management
Interagency coordination was achieved informally in the four communities through the training program. FIT

staff did not take the lead in interagency coordination, but rather acted as helpers in this process,
Leadership of the interagency effort was different in each community. One community reconstituted a Child

Development Council of representatives from a majority of coMmunity agencies. Council leadership roles were
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elected positions. This council formed work committees to establish a community supported eitrly intervention pro-
gram. The other three communities were less formal about leadership and in developing a team of agency
representatives. In these three communities, agencies shared responsibilities with one agency usualb acting ,as a
central clearinghouse. -

No agency formally changed its function or organizational structure during -the interagency coordination.
leading to a community-based program. However, assumption of responsibility for administration of the
community-based program required structura1chànges in several aancies. In two of the four communities, the
agency that changed was the Adult 1aining Center, as the child programs became satellite centers. In_a third
community, the child program becam a satellite center of a child development center in an adjacent county.
Some organizational chans were necesary for that center.

Communication
The project was the prime communicat r of relevant information to agencies, families, I.and communities. Along

with initiating commurkation, project st f encouraged agencies to use project and community resources in their
efforts to provide quality services to their cl ents. Mutual problem soking was encouraged and sened as a means of
communication. Project staff tried to respcd immediately to requests for help. ....

/-

..

Driving Forces
.Local professionals wanted to recehe the T project training for interagency coordination, and agencies were

happy to get free training that staff vv anted. The diversity of local agency representation in the training program
also ,ertanced interagency coordination effs4ts.

Another dnving force W as the commitment of agency participants to the goal of establishing a community -based
I

early Intervention program as training progresed. Chen the di% ersity of agencies in% olved, interagency coordina-
tion seemed the most reasonable*, productive means to the goal. ( - -

In all communities, the commitment of age cies to provide for residents' needs was an importantiorce. A sense'
of community pride and accomplishment 'va. more powerful than individual agency pride and achievement A
sense of -taking care of ourseh es,- and worki4 together to dothat w as another big push for interagency coordina-
tion. Outside forces such as state or federal mandates were not as powerful as feelings of community prideand the

I
desire to be responsive to community needs. \

Restraining Forces
Each 2f,the four5!ffnmunities had at least one important, % isible agency that did not pavticiPate in the training

program. While the absence of representation of a key program did not cripple interagency coordination, neither
did It enhance development of a comprehenshe linkage system and cooperdthe network of agencies. Though the
missing agency was not viewed as a strong partner in the interagency effort, the agency's imokement in special
events and planning meetings was not ruled out.

The most po erful inhibitors of coordination iere breakdowns in communication, partiCularly transmittal of
misinformation)

Overcoming Roadblocks
The best strategy used to mercome communication problems w as openly acknowledging them and talking

about,,solutions. The project policies of being upen and honeq about goals and perceptions and co-owning respon-
sibility for any e%ent were critical in diminishing probkms. Conflicts typically arose from personal imestment in
an Idea, %ision, or way of doing something. We mer came roadblocks by noting personal positions, then resolving
problems in terms of the collective gdal.

The Results
t ,

Informal Agreements
In addition ti;mfurmally agreeing to fulfill entry criteria, agendes agreed to be responsible for ways to establish

a community-based program beyond federal funding of the project. These included:
1) Community awareness activities;
2) Local funding drives; and
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3) Development of a team of professionals responsible for writing grant applications, and finding funding
sources such as Title XX, DDSA, and/or private foundation monies.

The FIT Project informally agreed to provide technical assistance and additional support as needed.

Formal Agreements.
Few formal agreements were required by the project or needed during interagency efforts. Some agency super:.

visors wrote formal contracts providing release time for staff participation in the training program. Beyond that,
initial formal agreements were negotiated informally among all parties.

Formal agreements were required with churches providing facilities for project activities. Ministers presented
the project and commanity goals, along with requests for use of their facilities to their boards. Upon approval,
written agreements were sent to the project director from three of the four commurlities.

PositiveEffects
The most positive effect of interagency coordination is that three of the four cdmmunities got funding and

started educational programs. The fourth community will begin operation in July, 1981. The communities serve
55 children in rural areas where no programs existed. To do this, agendies shared responsibilities and supported une
another, rather than protecting their own interests and client rosters.

Through interagency coordination, local professionals are more familiar with each other and more aware of
local, regional, and state resources. Also, the communities now are aware of the importance of early intenention
and commitment to child find activities.

Negative Effects
No negative effects'are apparent from interagency coordination.-Inteniews with local professionals indicate a

personal and community satisfaction with the project.

Evaluation Strategies
No formal evaluation strategies were thought relevant, since achievement of a community -supported early in-

tervention program was considered tu be the best ev aluation tool. However, training program attendance, meeting
reports, periodic measurement of lervices tu the target population, and periodic needs assessment v. ithin the cun
text of the training program were helpful in evaluating interagency coordination. Evaluation rusulb are in the FIT
Project annual and final reports (available upon request).

Expectations vs. Reality
The success of interagency coordination exceeded tile Project's initial vision. The project expected the extensive

'training progfam staff release time commitment vvould yield only une, perhaps two, participants in each com:,
munity. We expected a modest ihteragency coordination effort tu emerge from une ur tvvo agencitz in the training
program. Instead an extensive network of capable agencies developed ideach community.

Replication
, To date, the FIT Project training program and interagency coordination effort, has nut been replicated. A

slidetape overview of the project to assist potential replication sites is 7:1% ailable frum the Information and Referral
Office, John F. Kennedy Center, George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashvilte,"Tennessee 37203.

Several documents arcbeing prepared and wilLbe available September 1981 to assist potential replication sites.
The FIT Guiae describes project componentst strategies, procedures, materials, and evaltiations. Training Profes-
simals Concerned tcith Early Childhood Special Education proides t comprehensiv e description of the training
program.

Free Advice
1) Living the whim of the conceptual orientation. AAareness of project status as a stranger in the community,

and thus behaving as a resource to, not a member of, the community is critical. CO-Un nership of the project goal is
equally important.
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2) Community participants. The willingness of people to work with project staff and activities to meet in-
dividual and collective needs is crucial.

3) Rural professionals. The rural professionals working with the FIT Project are knowledgeable. Their vision
and skills are central to the success of the interagency effort.
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Williamsburg Area Child Development
Resources, Inc.

_

;.' Address: P.O. Box 299
Lightfoot, Virginia 23090

Phone: (804) 565-0303
Type Ptoject: Outreach

Fiscal Agency: Williamsburg Area Child Development Resources, Inc.

Contact: Barba4ra Kniest*
,

Project Description:

r
.,

,

Private, nonprofit agency offering ipterdisciplinary programming for handicapped and developmentally
delayed infants aged fiirth to 2 years and their families through a home-based setting. Emphasis is on the parent as

pikmary teacher. . . - ,
s

1

SYnopsis of Interagency Coordination Program:
'Child Development Resources (CDR) has long enjoyed an inforipal relationship with local public schools For-

mal interagency agreements emerged from this relationship to maximize resources and expertise toward the goal of
comprehensive serviCes.for preschool handicapped and developmentally delayed children.

Our cooperative efforts require few additional fiscal resources and are easily integrated into estdblished
workscopes. Open communication is vital to interagency cooperation.

'Case study author.
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The Setting
The Problem

Public schools in Virginia are mandated to serve identifying handicapped students aged 2 to 21 years and are
responsible for identifying children birth to aged 21 years with special needs. In 1976, local public schools began
services to handicapped children over 2 years of age and CDR (originally the Williamsburg Preschool for Special
Children) transferred its preschool program to public schools. CDR then concentrated on handicapped,
developmentally delayed, and at-risk infants birth to aged 2 years.

Although informal cooperation had been ongoing, the transition of a whole program from one agency to another
was the impetus for CDR to pursue a formal interagency agreement. This was further indicated by the common
goals of identifying handicapped children birth to aged 2 years, increasing awareness and support for early in-
tervention, and ensuring a smooth transition of individual children who would, at age 2, move from CDR's ser-
vices to those in public schools.

The Climate -
CDR's efforts at developing a written agreement met with some initial resistance from top level school ad-

ministrators and sonie school board members. CDR parents and board members were instrumental in gaining sup-
port for this agreement. The support of a particular school administrator was vital.

Project Commitment
CDR's commitment to interagency cooperation is ongoing, as shoven by the written goals of its Demonstration

and Outreach Projects.
CDR representatives serve on a variety of interagency teams such as special education advisory committees,

Head Start Health Committee, Interagency Transit Advisory Committee, local and regionill multidisciplinary
teams (addressing child abuse problems) and focus teams (coordinating services for mentally retarded clients).
Also, CDR has initiated activities designed to fc6ter interagency cooperation. These have included informal coffees
to acquaint personnel and programs and more structured meetings to focus on particular problems, e.g., the needs
of adolescent parents or program planning for miltual clients.

..

The Start
Base in Theory/Research/Practice

No entry.

Planning
-
Interagency cooperation between the Williamsburg Preschool for Special Children and the public schools had

existed on an informal basis since at least 1972. Planning for a formal agreement began in Spring 1976.
CDR's director met with school administrators to draft the original formal agreement. The following were

discussed:
1) Ages to be served by CDR and the LEA;
2) Referral procedures and contact people for each program;
3) Representation on admissions/eligibility committees;
4) Sharing facilities, specialized equipment, materials, personnel, staff development, and parent programs,
5) Transportation arrangements;
6) Curriculum development.,

Approaching Agencies
he must successful approach fur initiating inv olvement in interagency cooperation seems to be personal contact

with persons able to authurize interagency cooperation and with professionals who will be nzponsible fur carry ing
it out. Informal gatherings are a good means of bringing together.people seiving mutual clients. This relaxed at-
mc6phere leads to problem solving and creative uses of people and resources. Personal relationships develop un
which to base future eooperation.
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Presenting a proposal or concrete suggestions for group reaction' is an expedient way of 15ursuing a written agree-
ment. Providing samples of other interagency agreements and their results is a positive way of initiating coopera-
tion with new agencies. The lead agency can help convince other agencies of the benefits of mutual efforts.

Administrative Support -
.. 0

Heads of agencies and their goveming boards are particularly accessible in a small toWn setting such as the Wil-
liamsburg area. Office space for meetings, secretarial help, release time, and executive participation has seldom

been a problem in this interagenz effort.

The Process

Human Resources .

Several personnel resources propelled the formal iqtncy coordination effort:
1) A creative, forward-looking project director wi h particular expertise in group leadership;
2) Politically astute project board chairman with expertise in influencing groups;
3) Support and commitment of a key member of the school administration. 4.

Physical Resources
Few additional physical resources are needed. Meeting space is alw ays as, ailable at the project or in the school

systems. Responsibilities and costs for materials, time, and personnel are shared for joint activities such as dild
Check, a community screening to identify handicapped children birth to aged 6 years.

Fiscal Resources
4.

This interagency effort concenttted on maximizing the reSults uf commitments already made by participating
agencies. Few additional monies were needed to fend these activities.

Information Resources
In developing successful interagency cooperation, all parties need to understand each other's restraints, man-

dates, philosophy, and working conditions. In addition to personal contacts with staff, the following documents

have been useful in reaching this understanding:
1) Copies of state-and federal legislation relating to education of the handiedpped;
2) Rules and regulations from Virginia Department of Education goerningeducation'al programs for the handi-

capped;
3) Local policies and procedures (CDR and public schools);
4) Numbers of children identified and served;
5) Flow charts and organizational structures;
6) Sample interagency agreements.

Management
7

1

This particular interagency effort is managed through ongoing personal contact, but not through a formal
meeting schedule. The interagency agreement itself is deNeloped by- CDR and public school administrators and
then is submitted to CDR's Board of Directors and the appropriate school boards for formal appros al Adminis-

trat
iors and boards hold a yearly review of the agreement.

Interagency meetings discuss specific needs such as planning Child-Find'actkities, attendingeligibility commit-

tee meetings, and update of interagency agreement.
)

Communications f

The following procedures have been useful in reducing communication problems:
1) Having joint and individual responsibilities written and clearly defined;

'2) Specifying appropriate contact people for varibus situations;
3) Putting requests, decisions, su.ggestions, etc, in letter or memo for reference;

6,
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4) Increasing personal contact through informal get togethers;
5) Sharing policies and procedures, agreements, decisions, etc. with all staff mknbers, not just decision makers.

Driving Forces
Critical driving forces included:
1) Commitment by CDR and local public schools to providt quality programs for preschoolers,
2) Overlapping.mandate for identifying haddicapped irifants;
3) Desire to eliminate duplication of services and to maximize resources and impact;
4) Need for smooth trangition of CDR children into public schools;
5),Skilled CDR administrator and key member of school administration;
6) Community and school board support of CDR;
7) Emphasis placed on interagency coordination by the federal Office of Special Education (now Special Edu-

cation Programs=SEP) and the Virginia Department of Education.

" Restraining Forces
Critical restraining forces included:
1) Communication failures to and from implementors, resulting in no follow-through or commitment.
2) Frequent personnel changes;
3) Resistance from those unaware of or uncommitted to interagency cooperation;
4) Reluctance of staff to release clients to anothei agency.

Overcoming Roadblocks
Information strategies usually overcome institutional problems. Orientations for new staff members eliminate

the problem of on-line staff not knowing interagency policy and procedures. Periodic informal gatherings for
cooperating staffs encourage discussion.

The Results

Informal Agreements
No entry.

Formal Agreements
Interagency Coordination efforts between CDR and local public schools ha%e resulted in formal agreements to

be reviewed and approved yearly by CDR's Board of Directors and the appropriate school board: These agree-
ments address:

1) Ages of handicapped or developmentally delayed children to be served by CDR and public schools,
2) Referral procedures and contact persons for CDR and public schools;
3) Joint responsibilities for Child Find activities involving children birth to aged 2 years;
4) Representation on admissions/eligibility committees when appropriate;'
5) Sharing facilities, specialized equiPment, materials, personnel, staff development, and'parent programs.

Positive Effects
1) Comprehensive Child-Find program in locality;
2) Streamlined referral system;
3) Smooth transition from private to public agency;
4) Established basis for solving emerging problems;
5) United advocacy on behalf of early interventioit;
6) More dialogue among staffs;
7) More sharing of materials and expertise;
8) Greater creativity and flexibility in solving probletns;
9) Better understanding of individual programs.
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Negative Effects
No entry.

Evaluation Strategies
/

The success of this effort is measured through the number of formal interagency agreements in effect; the extent

to which actiyities take place as specified in agreement, the number of cooperative activities conducted in a Year;
the number of children identified and receiving services, and through informal feedback regarding satisfaction

with these efforts and unintended spin-offs.

Expectations vs. Reality
It is unrealistic to expect that things will run smoothlx simply because procedures are Written down.

Replication
All agencies replicating CDR's model components are encouraged to explore local interagency Cooperation

Sample interagency agreements are available from CDR.

Free Advice
. '

\

Keys to interagency success are, ongoing dialogue among staff at all levels and philosophiCal commitment to

maximize resources and expertise.
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Maine State Implementation Grant

Address: Division of Special Education
Maine Department of
Educational and' Cultural
Services
State House Station #23
Augusta, Maine 04333

Phone: (207) 289-3451
Type Project: SIG.

Fiscal Agency: Maine Department of Educational and Cultural Service's

Contact: Christine B. Bartlett*

Project Description: s

This state and local system to coordinate services for handicapped children aged 3 to 5 years was sponsored by
the'Departrnents,of Human Services, Mental Health, and Corrections and Educational and Cultural Services.

Synopsis of Interagency Coordination Program:
The Maine coordinated approach to service delivery 1) uses existing resources to avoid duplication of services;

2) provides funds for the elimination of gaps in local services; and 3) promotes coordination of agencies.

At the state level, the Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee for Preschool Handicapped Children 1)
determines new and continuing grant awards, 2) monitors and evaluates local efforts; and 3) develops policy to
facilitate local coordination, i.e., interdepartmental agreements and program standards. A local committee serves
as a governing board and'coordinates 1) existing screening diagnostic an4 evaluation services; 2) education and
related services; 3) planning for new services based on identified regional needs.

The Special Needs Preschool rogram is one of seven local programs currently funded in the state. Original fund-

ing for these sites was through two-year SIG, the Maine Preschool Incentive Grant, and 4 two-year pilot appro-
priation from the Maine State I4gislature. The state and local operations are, as of July 1980, entirely funded with

state money, as will be the pro am's statewide expansion.

'Case study author.
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The Setting
The Problem

Washington Cqunty is large, rural, coastal, and poor with many isolated small communities. Long, cold winters
often make travel difficult and isolate people and agencies more than usual. Before the coordination effort started,
only one major program served preschool handicapped children in Washington County.. Other county screening
and diagnostic services were branch offices of parent agencies located in another county 90 or more miles away.
This meant long trips for evaluations and poor communication between agencies. Interagency coordinationseem-
ed a better way to use existing resources and to develop sound strategies for adding resources.

The Climate
The agencies approached were generally open and enthugiastic about interagency coordination. At first the

Public Health Nursing program was uneasy, perhaps fearing the effort might conflict with their interests. But, they
agreed to participate and have remained involved for the nearly threeyears the program has operated.

Though only partly successful, previous efforts at coordination were viewed positively. These had focused on
specific issues, like getting better services from the community mental health center satellite. Shared rural values
and a self-help attitude created a friendly climate. Mutual agency problems included 1) low salaries, 2), low
budgets, and 3) attracting and keeping qualified specialists.

Potential barriers to coordination were differences of professional philosophy among the education, medical,
and social service communities.

Project Commitment
Letters of commitment were in the original local proposal to the state, and detailed what each agency would of-

fer to assure a comprehensive system for screening, evaluating, and sening preschool handicapped children w ould
be available. These letters were seen as signs that agencies were serious about participating.

The Washington County Children's Prograin (WCCP) offer of office space and secretjtl support helped to .
demonstrate local support.

The Start

Base in Theory/Research/Practice
In 1972, three state departments jointly funded development of a theoretical framework for health and social

services interagency coordination. One county was funded to field-test the model, and succeeded without special
funding for several years. Early design decisions4r the state preschool model were based on this experimental
model. But the real impetus for the preschool design came from the education committee of the state legislature.
The committee asked the three commissioners to report on the status of preschool handicapped services andrecom-
mend future action. The commissioners recommended field-testing several models for local coordination and to
coordinate state programs. Furthermore two of the agencies involved participated in the earlier interagency coor-
dination field test, and portions of their model were used in the Washington County design.

Planning
Planning for the Washington County program began in january 1978, spurred by the knowledge that funds

might be appropriated through the state legislature later in the year. A Local Coordinating Committee (Let) was
established, with members from the nine county school districts, the regional offices of Human Services and Men-
tal Retardation, public health nurses, the EPSDT and WIC programs, Head Start and Day Care, the Mental
Health Center branch, several programs fur handicapped and nonhandicapped preschoolers, and parents of pre-
school handicapped children. Their purpose was to look at 1) the availability of sen ices,.2) the number of children
receiving services, and 3) the anticipated number of children requiring sen ices. They also developed ways to ad-
dress common concerns. The major obstacle was money who would pay for what, who had final fiscal responsi-
bility? The final design of the program was partly dictated by state requirements for receiving a grant award.
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Approaching Agencies
The director of WCCP, aware of potential funding means, took the lead in approaching agencies to participate.

The director sent an initial memorandum to N arious county service providers and then discussed the concept with
them individually. . People contacted talked.to other agencies or individuals whom they thought might be inter-
ested. Some had participated in previous small interagency efforts and were willing to put a lot of time and energy
into making this one work, especially since it would bring substantial state funds to the county.

Administrative Support
Most administrative support was gained simply by talking to people. The SIG took adv antage of good relation-

ships developed by WCCP. The willingness of the Machias school system to sene as fiscal agent generated support
from other LEAs and agencies. In addition, the superintendent of the Machias district served on the LCC for the
first year and a half.

The Process

Human Resources
The human ritources included political knowledge (how to affect the political system, prior knoW ledge of pend-

ing legislation) and positive attitudes toward coordination. Also, a high ley el of commitment was critical.
The absence of group fftehtation skills and a lack of experience with this kind of coordination may have slowed

progress. Lack of know ledge about the kind of skills needed in a local coordinator also contributed to a slow start.

Physical Resources
Physical resources (equipment, supplies, office space) were purchased either with grant funds or contributed by

participating agencies. Sharing office space with the WCCP and another provider helped. The drawback to this
arrangement was (and Jo some extent still is) the difficulty in establishing a separate identity for the coordination
program. However, this has been viewed generally as a strength, since originally the coordination program* was
able to piggyback onto WCCP's reputation, thus gaining early

Fiscal Resources
A key factor in the program's success was the majur grant obtained from the three state departments and ad-

ministered through the state Department of Educational and Cultural Services. This grant, plus in-kind and
already av ailable services, constitute the coordination program's fiscal fesources. Most of the cost for direct services
to children is born by existink local and state programs.

This program cost approximately $37,000 its first year (the range for the other six similar programs in the state
was from $25,000 to $38,000). After the first year, the c6st to maintain the system, and continue to fill gaps in ser-
v ices has been apchnximately $46,000 ($45,000 to $60,000 for the other sites). These figures exclude the serv ice con-

tributions of the other area providers.

Information Resources
Several individuals who knew about pending lelklation shared this information with other agencies In addi-

twn, knowledge of related leOslation and fundinTsources helped capitalize on resources. A WCCP survey on
county children receiving special education and related sen ices iR the 3-to-5-year age range with a projection of
the number of children needing such services, was useful. Sharing this information with other agencies helped gain
their participation, as well as form county coordination plans. Finally, the WCCP newsletter was an important
resource for parents and programs.

Management
The LCC is the i.i,overning board fur the interagency program. It meets monthly, , w ith subcommittees meetingr.

when needed. The meeting structure was originally very informal. In response to direction from the state, the LCC
has developed bylaws fur offices, election procedures, and terms of membership. Due to the infant status of tlie

program, some wnfusion still exists regarding LCC and coordinator roles. These issues are being addressed.
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This program's experience (and that of the six other programs in the state) has convinced us it is critical to have a
full-time, independent coordinator hired by the LCC, rather than use an employee answerable to a specific partic-
ipating agency. A full-time coordinator is needed beeituse effective coordination is time-consuming. Independence
permits the coordinator to sfand above agency politics, to be seen as objective or neutral and to be an advocate for
the system rather than for any particular agency.

Communication
Most communication is through a monthly meeting of the LCC. Also, the program coordinator maintains for-

mal and informal contacts with providers and families between meetings. She is also a member of several commu-
nity boards and committees. A coordinator must communicate well and be willing to be involved with many com-
munity activities. Regular newsletters and correspondence also.keeps communication open.

Driving Forces
1) Commitment of the superintendent who served as fiscal agent and on the coordinating committee,
2) State funds and support for an interagency effort at the local/regional level;
3) Available county resources. ,

A grant paying for staff to coordinate and supplement direct services was a major success factor. The grant
helped to cement local commitment to the interagency effort.

Restraining Forces
There appear to be only two major restraining forces, one a state issue and the other local:
1) It seems interest in coordinatidri comes more from the Department of Educational and Cultural Services than

from the other two participating state agencies, suggesting a lesser commitment to the local program from the lat:
ter. For some regional staff, this has translated into reluctance to fully commit themselves to the local effort.

2) Personality conflicts among some individuals.

Overcoming Roadblocks
The resolution of the first restraining force must rest with the Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee

(ICC) at the state level. Several steps have been taken by establishing:
1) A liaison system, with. members of the ICC assigned to each local program to better communicate with the

state; and
2) A system for regular written communication from the state committee to the local committees and coor-

dinators. The ICC also is trying to make state department support more visible at the local level. Approaches in-
clude getting more staff time from the two departments in question and developing written interagency agree-

. ments at the state level.
The resolution of personality differences depends largely on the local coordinator's skill in dealing with in-

dividuals. Administrative skills and a programmatic background seem ideal for such a position.

The Results

Informal Agreements
The program used a variety of informal agreements:
1) Area nursery schools received'consultation and support in return for taking young handicapped children,
2) LEAs got help with mandated Child-Find efforts;
3) The Bureau of Mental Retardation contributed evaluation resources;
4) Staff development and training opportunities were shared.

Formal Agreements
The Special Needs Preschool Program (SNPP) has se% eral formal contracts with indiv iduals and agencies, rang-

ing from iwpedance screening to "tuition payments. Formal agreements by participating agencies to prov ide
specific services tire required as a part of,the grant proce. Also, there is a formal agreement between the SNPP
and the WCCR-tegarding case management responsibiliti

-
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Positive Effects
The approach to Child Find developed by the program and LEAs is effective; public school participation in the

system is assured. The single source of entry into the service system has eliminated contacts with multiple agencies
Parents are no longer confused aboutphere to go to get services. Coordination has led to more complete and ap-
propriate use of existing programs and resources, and enables the county to develop additional resources The
quality of some existing programs has improved, e.g., impedance screening, evaluations, mental health center ser-.
vices, and area preschool programs. Also, agencies now have a wa-y to identify and prioritize county needs, not solely

their own concerns.

Negative Effects
No negative effects are apparent attributable to interagency coordination itself. Those negative forceswhich still

exist were there already, and appear to have been lessened by the interagency effort. A possible negative effect is

some role confusion of agency representatives on the LCC. They need to distinguish better between their role as
governing board members, and their role as service providers.

Evaluation Strategies
Evaluation of the local program has been informal. Feedback from agencies and individuals is discussed at

monthly meetings of the coordinating committee. The committee is nom developing a formal self-evaluation proce-
dure. The ICC has sponso-red two formal evaluations of this program and the other six. A private firm conducted
the first evaluation and an interdepartmental team the second. Both evaluations conducted on-site interviews and
reviewed records and reports. Both reports are available from the Department of Educational and Cultural Ser-

vices.

Expectations vs. Reality
Several discrepanpies between what we expected and what we got emerged:
1) nine. Developing a working system for coordination took longer than expected, as did getting direct services

to children.
2) Coordinator Skills. We thought a strong early childhood special education program background was most

needed, but administrative experience or aptitude was the critical factor.
3) Finance. Initial costs were less than anticipated because direct service costs didn't appear until late in the

year.

Replication
The Washington County program has not been specifically replicated. A basic model for coordination was

developed by the ICC and funded in seven state locations. The framework establiphed by the state model is the

same in each location. But, the actual design and. implementation varies, depending on the mix of services and
resources and geographic differences. While we expect to use our experience in the seven programs to develop
others in the state, variety will remain.

Free As lvice
Our experience suggests interagency efforts need:
1) A high degree of local commitment to working cooperatively;
2) Full-time coordinator independent of participating agency;
3) State funds.
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Connecticut State'Implementation Grant

Address: Connecticut State Department
of Education, Bureau of School
and Program Development
P.O. Box 2219
165 Capitol Avenue, Room 375
Hartford, Connecticut 06115

Phone: (203) 566-5278
Type Project: SIG .

Fiscal Agency: Connecticut State Department of Education

Contact: Virginia Guldager and Holden Waterman*

Project Description:
This state-level appioach to the coordination of early intervention services senes children with special needs birth

to aged 6 years. An Interagency Early Intervention Committee uses data from rural, urban, and suburban pilot
sites as a basis for interagency planning.

Synopsis of Interagency Coordination Program:
The Connecticut SIG focuses on interagency collaborative efforts at state and local levels. Numerous cross-

agency resources have been integrated in the course of developing early intervention programs and services The
program has made substantial contributions to existing services for young children with special needs, while laying
groundwork for future interagency resource planning.

'The former SIG Coordinator was Judy Hasty Larson, author of this case study
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The Setting
The Problem

Like other states, Connecticut is working to integrate and implement many laws, regulations, court'Orders, and
other mandates to provide education, health, and social services to children and their families. Nowhere is the proh,
lem more complex than in the provision of services to families with very young handicapped children.

Young handicapped children and their families in Connecticut are the potential recipientsof services, due pro-
cess, and funding entitlements under at least 38 federal programs. Obstacles to successful state and local provision
of these benefits to children and families are related primarily, but not exclusively, to limited fiscal and personnel
resources. Interagency collaboration can lead to more efficient use of resources and less duplication of effort.

The Climate
Prior to the State Implementation Grant project, there had been attempts within the pilot site locations to align

services to children birth to aged six years, including instances of agencies working together. But, there had been no
planned attempt to initiate interagency cooperation.

Personality issues, conflicting interests and regulations, mandates, and budget limits were problems at local sites.
But all agencies shared comm*nents to providing quality services and making this effort work. The agencies sup-
ported the interagency projecrby providing staff time and other resources. All agencies partiupated actively and
enthusiastically.

Projeft Commitment
The Connecticut SIC focuses on increasing the system's responsiveness to the changing needs of the developing

handicapped child through interagency cooperative efforts. Strategies include:
1) Increasing awareness, interest and commitment of state agencies to ensure early intervention services,
2) Determining service gaps and overlaps;
3)- Planning with the agencies for maintaining, developing, and modifying services.

The Start

Base in Theory/Research/Practice
The idea of interagency cooperation in serving handicapped children and their families is not new . Unfortunate

ly, the instances of "paper cooperation" are many and real success stories few. Many agreements are simply prom
ises to cooperate. But mere cooperation seldom leads to more or better services or eliminates service duplication.
Too often the spirit of cooperation meets bureaucratic barriers. A well-designed interagency effort recognizes the
constraints, requirements, and discretionary authority of each participating agency , and capitalizes on common
purposes and ways of meeting those responsibilities. More options are available to agencies in meeting their
statutory responsibilities than are recognized. More important, state leadership options can be multiplied by care
fully designed interagency efforts.

planning
In 1978, planning activities began within the State Department of Education with input from other state agen

des providing educational and related services. Three pilot sites were selected for their common traits (existing earl)
childhood special education program, local resources available through the same agencies, etc.), yet with a partic-
ular interest in ensuring that an urban, suburban, and rural site were included. Pilot site selections were made on
the basis of a survey of Connecticut's 169 LEAs. Subsequent planning was done with pilot site personnel and the
Interagency Early Intervention Committee. The population to be addnessed was originally defined as those man
dated for the provision of special education services (3 to 6 years) with the addition of the premandated population
(birth to 3 years) 'to ensure a comprehensive approach.



Approaching Agencies
Project staff briefed state agencies on the SIG project and asked them to complete a written survey designed to

gather information about the mandates, regulations, programs, services, and resources of each agency. Ongoing
communication between grant personnel and agency staff provided a good basis for involving these agencies and

their local offices in the planning and implementation phases of the pilot sites. In the second gant year, the Inter-
agency Early Intervention Committee, consisting of representatives of 12 state agencies providing early interven-
tion services, was established. This group was an excellent means of communication with and among agencies in-

volved.

Administrative Support
The SIG project proposals are reviewed and approved by the Connecticut State Board of Education prior to sub-

mission to Washington for funding. The SIG submits monthly project reports to the State Department of Educa-

tion and to contact persons in other state agencies in the project. General administrative support for the project
and related interagency activities were helpful in completing project goals.

The Proeess

Human Resources ...

Interpersonal skills, attitudes and group processes, are the human resources least controlled by participants and

most likely to affect the interagency process. Collaboration occurs despite barrieaHnteragency work is carried out

by individuals with distinct personalities. But, though individuals are responsible for negotiating, project goals,
clearly defined at the onset, remain the focal point; related issues are resolved with regard to them.

Physical Resources
At the state level, adequate physical resources and materials were included in the grant proposal and provided

through the recipient, the State Department of Education . Clerical support for the project should be clearly defined,

and if possible, be done by someone in an ongoing position.
Environment, specifically meeting spaces, should be planned. Sharing responsibility for providing meeting space

solves the problem of few or inaccessible conference rooms.

Fiscal Resources
At the local level, the SIG project through the LEA funded the salary of a half-time coordinator, half-time

clerical support, materials, supplies, office space, and travel for one year. Participating agencies provided staff

time to attend nieetings, information, and folrow-through. While this seed money provided a,n incentive to begin

to plan for cooperative service delivery, it was not responsible for Local Education Agency commitments to partici-

pate. The major driving force was local recognition of need for coordination of services. Each pilot site had early
childhood special education programs in place and some experience in intermittent cross-agency exchange or pro-

vision of services. Local interest in the project came from understanding early intervention and available services

and experience in working with other agencies.

Information Resources
Knowledge of each agency's roles, structures, functions, and mandates is essential for a lead.agency to develop a

coordinated plan. In planning with other agencies, accurate information on your own agency is crucial.

Reviewing and explaining agency policies, regulations, mandates, and services was vital to state and local staffs,

At ke state level, a matrix of services was prepared to show existing services, gaps, and overlaps.
Each pilot site collected inTormation from each. agency and presented it to the group. Available information on

interagency coordination was reviewed and used where appropriate. While specific models were presented, each

site modified them for its community.
The process lor" approaching problems and issues must be carefully planned and organized Goals must be spe-

cific and clear. Agencies must know why they are invloxed and in what Way. This component should be outlined

with specilfic objectives and strategies for each agency.
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Management
Appendix E contains a chart that shows the project's management structure. Education agencies at each le

assumed leadership. At the State Department of Education, the State Implementation Grant project or
these efforts; local pilot sites were established in three local education agencies. Participation was not fo alized
with elections or bylaws, but agencies were involved due to su.pport from their administrators.

Communications
Reports of local andittate level State Implementation Grant project activities were circulated monthly to agen-

cies The local level held regular meetings with specific agenda and follow-up (minutes, additional information,
etc ) provided. At each level, information on services, resources, mandates, and regulating and enabling legislation
proirided a good basis for working together. Each pilot site's goals were developed by the local interagency councils
and the process outlined and followed. The,i.molvement of each representative in this matter helped to ensure con-
tinued active participation.

Driving Forces
The initiative for this project came from SIG funding, provided to Connecticut by the U.S. Office of Special Ed-

ucation (now, Special Education ProgramsSEP). Additional driving forces provided momentum:
1) Willingness of participating agenoies to provide staff time and support;.
2) Ongoing support by the State Board of Education, the Commissioner of Education, and the State Depart-

ment-of Education Administration, for the SIG project and related activities;
3) Commitment of the'LEA administration to the project and to providing early intervention services;
4) Specifying and clarifying roles and relationships of agencies.

Restraining Forces
It is critical that participating agencies exchange information about their respective structures and rewurces.

This takes much time yet the resulting communication and understanding helps to ensure later success. This factor
is not a 'restraining force per se, but is worth noting.

Other restraints are:
1) Restraints and regulations within agencies. Specific procedures may become restraining if nut anti(ipated

and planned for.
2) Interactions hetu een personalities. Interagency work is interpersonal. Conflicts between individuals arise

and must be handled.
, 3) Lack of specific goals. While long-range goals are neemary, , they must be supported v ith short-term objec-

\ -
tives, so gains can be measure'd along the way.

Overcoming R oadbrocks
No entry.

The Results

Informal Agreements
At state and local levgls, the informal agreements reached clarified agency practices and roles. Within the pilot

sites, LEAs were able to communicate their needs more specifically w hile identifying the needed community
resources. The local pilot site projects better defined, and in some instances expanded, senice delivery systems. At
each pilot site, an interagency council was convened to fulfill one or more of the following functions.

1) Gathering and sharing information;
2) DeVeloping comprehensive serviCe delivery systems within the community;
3) Crenting c011aboratKe solutions to existing problems (gaps or.overlaps in serviee4, internal conflicts, etc.),
4) Reviewing actual cases;
5) Serving la advisory council to existing services and programs;
6) Planning to meet service needs.
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Formal AgreeMents
At the state level, the Department of Health Services and theState Department of Education negotiated a for-

mal written agreement that addressed delivery of specific services within the three pilot sites (see Apprendix F)
One pilot site wrote agreements with the local Head Start program (see Appendix G) and the local Title XX-

supported Day Care Program oee Appendix H). Each of these agreements provided for an exchange of serices and
technical assistance.

Ppsitive Effects
While specific gains varied among pilot sites, serveral commoh outcomes may be cited:
1) Increased communication between,agencies. Agencies are more aware of others' roles and functions.
2) Modification of etisting sertice delivery and program models. In each case, the changes enabled sites to use

moreqeadily other agencies' resources.
3) Bevis:my, addition, or deletion of agency procedures and practicei. Many procedures are sanctioned solely by

tradition. Changes are nue made quickly, but eventual revisions are significant
4) Better communication between state, and local agency personnel.
5) Heightened awareness and support of early intertention and interagency collaboration at the state let el. This

is shown by the continuing support of the Interagency Early Intervention Committee.

Negative Effects
1) Personality difficulties. Individuals sometimes had difficulty working together.
2) Tull protect:on. This was especially prevalent when agencies had previous disagreements. Interagency coor-

dination efforts spotlighted these difficulties but helped solve some of them, too.
3) Constrwtwn of Services. Attempts to specify populations sered by each agency threatened to narrow the

populations served and create more gaps. Continued negotiations and collaboration is needed to dispel these con-
straints.

4) Professional differences. Sharing roles, mandates, regulations, and jargon sometimes emphasized differences
more than similarities among the human service agencies.

Evaluation Strategies
Interagen6y coordination effarts were e% aluated by a project consultant. Each site subinitted quarterly progress

reports to the SIG. The results are filed with the SIG and pilot site personnel. (Please see the "Replication- section
of this case study for references).

Expectations vs.,Reality
As interagency efforts develbped, original perceptions andpremises were modified often:

.

1) The pilot sitm provided support for expansion of collaboratiye efforts at the stath level. The original propoSal
thought collaboration would flow from the state to the local level. But the experiences within the pilot sites were

,most benefical to state personnel.
2) Time lines generally Nii e r e expanded. Cooperation required a great deal of time and commitment.
3) The assumption that agencies are knowledgeable about the roles of other agencies serving the same popula-

tion is erroneous. Information exchange and clarifidation NN as needed and wanted on a regular basis'.

Replication
Resources:

1) 'Connecticut State Department of Education
Bureau of School and Program Development
Virginia Guldager, SIG Project Director
Holden Waterman, SIG Project Coordinator
P.O. Bo/4219 Room 375
Hartford, Connecticut 06115
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2) Branford Board of Education
Alice Tippet, Director, Pupil Services, Special Education
33 Laurel Street
Brimford, Connecticut 06405 (203) 488-5000

3) Bridgeport Board of Education
James Connelly, Assistant Superintendent
45 Lyon Terrace Room 310
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06604 (203) 576-72,29

4) Putnam Board of Education
John Vitale, Director of Special Education
208 School Street
Putnam, Connecticut 06260 (203) 928-7995

Free Advice
1) Have a common goal to ensure comprehensive delivery of early intervention services.
2) Continue active and enthusiastic participation of agencies in the collaboration process.
3) Get strong commitment from all administrators and staff.

(
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Infant Stimulation/Mother Trainin

Addiess: Department of Pediatrics
University of Cincinnati College
of Medicine
231 Bethesda Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45267

Fiscal Agency: University of Cincinnati

Phone: (513) 872-5341
Type Project: Outreach

Contact: Earladeen Badger and Donna Burns*

-
-Project Description:

This continuing education program for hospital-based maternity and nursery personnel provides training to im-
plement infant stimulation/parent education support programs in hospital ['vineries.

Synopsis of Interagency Coordination Program:
United Services for Effective Parenting (USEP) is a grass-roots effort to unite people and agencies implementing

primary prevention progams for infants (birth to three years) and their parents.jlealth-care, educational, and
social service agencies meet to share ideas, resotirces, referrals, and staff development programs at local and state
levels in Ohio. Based on the success of the original Cincinnati network of birth-to-three services, USEP chapters are
starting throughout the state. Local providers meet monthly to interact with professionals from diverse programs
Two of the local chapters feature Cen ral Referral Services fur cataloging and tracking referrals made to community
birth-to-three programs.

The state goordinating body is the USEP-OHIO Council, comprised of 30 ftate leaders. The Council meets
bimonthly. Its functions include sponsoring local, regional, and state conferences; publishing a bimonthly
newsletter, compiling a directory of services and resources for birth-to-three programs in Ohio; monitoring legisla-

tion which affects the nurturing, care, and education uf very y smng children, providing consultation and education
for members and the community, encouraging the formation of local USEP chapters, and providing a statewide

organization for people with common concerns.

'Caw study author
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The Setting

The Problem
The recent proliferation of services for infants and their parents means more services are mailable for at-risk

populations Programs are delivered in classes, centers, clinics, and homes by trained professionals, aides, and
volunteers Though desirable, this diversity can lead to fragmentation, duplication, or lack of coordination among
services. It also can confuse parents who.might not know where to turn or whom to call first.

The Climate
The interagency coordination effort in Cincinnati came from the grass-roots level rather than in reaction to a

federal or state mandate. Thus, it was conceived in a spirit of cooperation. The climate was positive, emphasizing
openness and individual expression.

Project Commitment
The ability of the Infant Stimulation/Mother Training Program (IS/MT) to take the lead in forming USEP was

recognized by local programs. Accordingly,, IS/MT was designated initially as the site for the USEP Central Referral
Service and later as the central office for statewide USEP-OHIO activities. IS/MT obtained funding for the opera-
tion of the local Central Referral Service and to complete state USEP activities (i.e., compilation and publication
of the State Directory of Programs and Services for Birth-to-Three, stationery, brochures). These funds and the
time invested by IS/MT staff were strong indications to the community of IS/Mrs commitment to the interagency
effort.

The Start
Base' in Theory/Research/Practice

The rationale for linking the 33 programs in the Cincinnati area was based on a coordinated community service
delivery model vlined by Aiken (1975). Comprehensiveness, compatability, and cooperation are presented as
components of the model with interacting system elements of programs, resources, clients, and information. Steps
taken on the basis of this model included:

1) Identifying groups leaders;
2) Bringing together professionals on a regular basis;
3) Offering tangible services (i.e., Central Referral Service, monthly newsletter, local service directory).

Planning
Initially, the interagency coordination effort resulted from a December 1974 meeting for infant programs hosted

by IS/MT At the meeting, programs shared their intervention goals, strategies; and formats. The sharing, group
problem-solving, and emotional support were so helpful the participants wanted to keep meeting monthly . At later
meetings, the group decided to plan the structure of USEP by committee. Accordingly,, everyone became involved
in planning through various committees. 1) membership, 2) public relations, 3) central referral service, and 4) con-
stitution. -

Approaching Agencies
One successful technique for involving agencies was to offer a tangible benefit immediately. seen and felt by the

programs. These included educational materials (books, films, and toys), regular meetings with planned staff de-
velopment programs, a local directory of birth-to-three services, and a Central Referral Service. The recognition of
the program deliverer as "expert" was also important. .

. Drawing on strengths and talents of individuals showed each had something N aluable to contribute to, as well as
gain from, the group. As the lead agency, IS/MT had reaped benefits and carried burdens. We could exercise some
control overlhe.structure, quality, and evolution of the organization, but we could easily gain the distrust and re-
sentment of the group if we tried to control too much.



Administrative Support
Designating one office and one person to operate the Cincinnati Central Referral Service was a sign of ad-

ministrative support. IS/MT staff were encouraged to contribute time and effort to the local USEP chapter, and
other program staff were permitted by their respective agencies to attend monthly meetings. Support was gained at
the administrative level by involving medical doctors as members of the LiSEP Board of Trustees, thus ensuring the
University of Cincinnati (U.C.) College of Medicine's investment in our organization.

The Process

Human Resources
Aside from the list of obvious personnel resources which can spur an interagency coordination effort on to suc-

cessleadership, commitment, creativity, assertiveness, knowledge, experience, group facilitationthree elements
are critical on local and state levels: USEP's most effective leaders are enthusiastic about their mission, have the
necessary diplomatic skills, and have the time to devote to it. In fact, the element of time seems to be most critical
for the translation of good intentions into action.

Physical Resources
The various local USEP chapters that have begun throughout Ohio are operating with minimum physical

resources. A meeting room large enough to accommodate the providers on a monthly basis is needed. Also, it is
helpful for at least one agency to give permission to use its copy machine, stationery, and telephone for conducting

USEP business.

Fiscal Resources
Local USE? chapters charge individual membership fees (ranging from $2 to $5) to cover the printing and

postage costs of sending monthly minutes and announcements of meetings. The Cincinnati Central 'Referral Service
(CRS) is supported by the Maternity and Infant Care Project and the Department of Pediatrics, U.C. College of
Medicine; the Dayton CRS was recently awarded a grant from Developpiental Disabilities. The stateorganization,

USEP-OHIO, receives funding from memberships; from the Department ofPediatrics, U.O. College of Medicine;
and from Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of Education. The funds pay for printing of th state
directory, newsletters, brochures, stationery, and other costs.

Information Resources
Valuable information has been shared at monthly meeting; e.g., fund-raising sources and strategies, staff train-

ing and development techniquesearly detection and referral, evaluation tools and methods, parent counseling,
community resource sharing, and individual program updates and service descriptions. Also, information has been

exchanged between agencies as a result of the Central Referral Service. The CRS compiles and catalogs information

on all community infant services. CRS operation requires knowledge of program organizational structures, the
numbers and areas they serve, and familiarity with agency personnel, policies and abilities. At thiotate level, in-
formation is shared on funds and pending legislation affecting early intervention programs. Specific information
regarding the successes and failures of local USEP chapters is shared.

Management
On a local level, agencies are invited to meet regularly to share resources, materials, program updates, and in-

service training programs. For example, USEP-Cincinnatts agendas and programs are determined by a steering
'committee, comprised of four elected officers, and based on preferences of the rest of the group. At the state level,
30 regional organizers meet bimonthly to plan activities (i.e. , annual conference, state directory) and to pool ideas

about local interagency coordination efforts. Both the USEP-OHIO and the USEP-Cincinnati chapter are nonprofit
corporations, complete with constitution, bylaws, board of trustees, and elected officers. This was done primarily
for financial reasons; other local USEP chapters have not found it necessary to incorporate. ,
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Communications
The primary vehicle for facilitating communication between agencies has been the scheduling,of regular

meetings One hour of the meeting time is devoted to a planned program and discu&sion. Before the meeting, people
gather to eat lunch, socialize, and catch up dn individual program news. Meeting and sharingon an informal, per-
sonal level has helped break barriers between agencies. Communication also is enhanced when a Central Referral
Service is part of the coordination effort. Because of frequent contact v, ith agencies making and reeeixiing referrals,
the CRS coordinator is aware of shifts in community or agency policies, f4inding levels, problems, expansions, and
needs The coordinator serves as a liaison between agencies, helping them to share resources and information.,

Driving Forces
1) At least two committed, interested persons with vision, time, and energy to pursue the interagency coordina-

tion goal;
2) The support of the umbrella agency through participation of administrative personnel in planning siages, in-

kind contributions such as staff release time, postage, and printing costs, or simply tacit permis.sion for you to pur-
sue the goal of interagency coordination;

3) Grass-roots initiative and support.

Restraining Forces
The most inhibiting factor to our grov, th as an drganization v, as the initial inability to accepl differences in the

levels of participation and,commitment of different agencies and indiv iduals. This diversity of inv ohement occurred
at local chapter meetings and the state USEP-OHIO planning meetings and was a source of disappointment and
resentment. Also, the tenuous funding of primary prevention efforts resulted in programs going in and out of
business. The different levels of participation related to longevity and stability of programs. -

Overcoming Roadblocks
We soon came to recognize that different levels of participation are acceptable and &tat our organization could

meet agencies' aryi ng needs. A core group of faithful participants and workers emerged and have become "active.
members. "Associate" members of USEP are involved at a less intense level, but they still Want to be part of the
organization, be apprised of its activ ities, and participate when possible. Other agencies hav e become v ery involved
initially,, v, hen they need advice, information, and support. As needs change, their level of activ ity in USEP
lesserxs. We accept this and see it as a strength of our group.

The Results

Informal Agreements
The Central Referral Service operates on a baSis of ol u nt a ry cooperation. Community agencies have entrusted

the CRS v, ith the responsibility of accepting referrals itiv oh i ng children under 3 years of age, matching them with
the appropriate service, and following up to see if the family became involved in the program. Agene:kes regularly
share information about whether a client is receiving their' services and all cooperate in the follow-Nplittracking
system The local USEP chapter meetings are also a result of informal agreement of agencies to share regularly
their resources, educational materials, current child development/parenting information, and funding concerns.

Formal IXgreements
No entny.

Positive Effects
1) Gaps are documented and new programs are created to fill those gaps.
2) Services to young children and families are strengthened due to the training and consultation options

available through USEP,
3) Community awareness regarding birth-to-three programs contributes to better use of those servims.
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4) Personal and profe5sional development of program practitioners occurs through a support system that pro-
vittes a forum, for sharing, resolving, and directing individual and group concerns.

5) Coordination occurs at the service delivery level despite difficulties at the administrative level.
6) Program accountability is a natural outcome of a process which promotes self-evaluation and peer approval

Negative Effects
No entry.

Evaluation Strategies
Evaluation of the effectiveness of tiSEP's Central Referral Service is ongoing. Records are maintained on the

number and percentage of children in early intervention, programs as a result of the CRS, reasons families fail to
become involved are recorded, as are the sources of the referrals. Thus, evaluation of the capability of the CRS to
refer families and follow-through may be made from year to year, also, any growth and change in tIle flow of
referrals to the CRS may be evaluated. Yale Uni,ersity's Bush Center in Child Development and Social Policy is
evaluating the effectiveness of USEP's efforts to coordinate birth-to-three services throughout Ohio.

Expectations vs. Reality
Our ability to have an impact at the state and federal levels is slower to occur than expected. Becoming a

political force requires support in numbers and widespread acceptance and credibility. . This is occurring, however,
through our informal consultations with state department planners, outside ev aluation by the Bush Foundation for
Child Development and SOcial Policy, involvement in study groups and committees at tfie national level, and by

our own recent inclusion of prenatal and perinatal health-care delherers. At times, it seems we are meeting only
the needs of the children and families we serve; at other times we seem to be becoming more effectiv e child and
family advocates as we affect more strongly social policy and legislative decisions.

Replication
USEP-DAYTON
c/o C. Guyselman
1760 Wittenberg Blvd. E.
Springfield, Ohio 45506
(513) 325-9102.

USEP-TOLEDO
c/o C. Quick
Toledo Public Schools
Manhattan and Elm
Toledo, Ohio 43608 .

(419) 666-5180

Jlesources:

USEP-COLUMBUS
clo J. Mattc.x
307 Blandford Ave.
Worthington, 'Ohio 43085
(614) 846-8920

USEP- LIMA
c/o S. Thomas
311 E. Market St.
Suite #310
Lima, Ohio 45802
(419) 229-7045 or

7055

.
1.

USEP-CLEVELAND
c/o C. McKay
19419 Scottsdale Blvd.
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122
(216) 283-5544

'Badger, E. dc Burns, D. A Njdel for Coalescing Birth-to-Three Programs. In L. Bond and J. Joffee ("Eds.),
Facilitatinil, Infant and Early C ldhood Development. Univ ersity Press of New England. Hanover, New Hamp-
shire (in press).

Planning to conduct nationally sponsored two-day worshop in 1982 for those interested in replicating USEP
model.

Free Advice
1) Start at the ass-roots level;
2) Provide local p gram deliverers a chance to express their creativity, to nurture their leadership talents, and

to devote the necessa time and energy to build a better service delivery system;
3) Develop a Ceneral Referral Service to encourage cooperation rather than competition.
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A Regional Demonstration Program for
Preschool Handicapped Children

Address: Putnam/Northern.Westchester Phone: (914) 962-2377
Board of Cooperative Type' Project: Demonstration
Educational Services,
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Fiscal Agency: PutnamtNorthem Westchester Board of Cooperative
Educational Services (BOCES)

Contact: Amy Toole*

Project Description:
This two-county, regional program serves handicapped children, ages birth to five, in the rural, urban, and

suburban communities of 18 school districts. Home- and classroom-based programs are provided.
4.-`

Synopsis Of Interagency Coordination Program:
The Board of CooperatiVe Educational Services (BOCES) Interagency Coordination Program thinks regional

programs and transdisciplinary team models are effective methods for meeting handicapped children's needs.
BOCES coordinates three agency types; 1) local education agencies; 2) other early childhood regular and special
education service providers; and 3) agencies providing related services. Based on individual agency needs, the pro-
gram fosters positive staff relations, clear and contintmus communication and development of uniform procedures
and policies. Positive attitudes, including respect for other staff and program .philosophies; persistence, and
helpfulness are keys to successful cooperation.

'Case study author.
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The Setting

The Problem
In 1976, the Putnarn/Northern Westchester BOCES Special Education Department began chila find and sell, ice

delis ery for preschool handicapped children. Only a few sersices existed in the community,, and coordinated in-
, teragency efforts were few.

The Climate
LEAs, other prosiders of Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE) sersices, and related sersices prosiders

perceived Nariotts achantages and disa'ch antages of coordinating sersices. Advantages for-LEAs included. 1) ex-
panding the continuum of sers ices for their handicapped children, 2) presenting the need for special education ser-
vices at sehooLage, and 3) pros iding srvice without increasing local staff responsibilities. Other prosiders felt
BOCES sersices would expand opportunities for children nut sersed or nut sersed appropriately-. Related sers ices
felt that educational opportunities would become available for their children.

On the negatise side, LEAs feared incurring local fiscal responsibility following the end of HCEEP federal fund-
ing. Other providers and related services feared loss of-referrals.

Project Commitment
Focusing on the advantages perceived by the three agency types, BOCES formulated three interagency goals.
1) To provideservices for children from c'omponent LEAs;
2) To avoid duplication of services;
3) To provide additional needed services.
Meetings were held with representathes of all agencies to demonstrate BOCES' commitment to these goals and

to foster a feeling of mutual trust and cooperation. At these meetings, agendes' needs were solicited, cluld informa-
tion was gathered about their programs. Subsequent changes made in the proposed BOCES sers ice delis ery model
showed a commitment' to present duplication of sersices. For*example, BOCES altered plans to sers e seserely
retarded children since this service was offered by. other agencies.

The Stait
Base in Theory/Research/Practice

BOCES sersices are a legislated part of the educational delisery system (historically a strung frainew ork for a
relional approach exists in New York State). Furthermore, the school-age programs in special and occupational
education developed since 1948 show quality services can exist on a regional basis.

The concept of Individual team members sharing and learning together aLross disciplinary boundaries was ex-
tended naturally to encompass organizational sharing and learning (transdisciplinary team model).

Planning
Initial activities for developing interagency cooperation included':
1) Hiring staff committed to respecting personnel from other agencies and disciplines;
2) Visiting other programs and agencies to identify gaps in community servicm
3) Developing readable material about the 130CES program.

Approaching Agencies
Agencies were approached by administrates and staff. Group meetings were set w ith LEAN, and agenda were

kept inforniathe and specific, time always was left for questions regarding agemy concerns. A letter describing the
projected BOCES program was sent 63. other agency directors, and indisidual meetings were held. To reduce com-
petitiveness among agencies, the BOCES administrator focused dem meetings on the acconiplishments of the
other agency and how the BOCES program might use those services.



Administrative Support
Techniques used to ensure administrative support included: .

1) Presenting awareness workshops about the program to audiences such as chief school administrators and
school business administrators;

2) Providing minutes for all group meetings;
---7-3) Writing thank-you notes after all individual meetings;

4) Offenng to provide extra services such as workshbps, typing of invitatiorb, and case management Meetings.

The Process

Human Resources
Successful cooperation with all three agency types stemmed from positive staff relafi among agencies. This

resource was enhanced in several ways. Staff were trained to relate warmly and sincerely o others, refrain from
personal judgments, and respect other opinions. Perceiving interagency cooperation to be Part of their jobs, staff
reviewed all printed material about BOCES and other agencies, conducted role plays prior to meeting with staff
from other agencies, sisited several community agencies each year, and receiv ed training from other agencies fte
to these activities, other agencies sensed a sincere interest in and respect for their services.

Physical ResourCes ,

Located at the geographic center of the 18 school districts, the BOCES facility was a convenient meeting place.
However, meetings intermittently held at other agencies fostered a better knowledge of their services and facilities
and a closer camaraderie among staff members. Individual cases were coordinated mostly by phone. Two-way
release forms permitted open lines of communication with pediatricians and other doctors, clinics, and nursery
programs..

Fiscal Resources
No specific funding was necessary for the types of interagency efforts desLribed. Administrative commitment of

pei-sorinel and physical r ces (e.g., secretarial, photocopying, and phone) were necessary ingredients.

Information Resources
Written procedures were essential to communicate effectiv ely s ith Lich a v ariety of agencies, these w ere included

an each staff member's Pro/act Manual for easy access and review. Procedures addressed such topics as. 1) gathering
appropriate releases from parents, 2) communicating with school districts and nursery schools; 3) meeting with
agencies for case reviews, and 4) observing in nursery schools. A slide-tape description of the program and a visitor
orientation packet allowed the progr'arn to be represented consbtently regardless of the specific staff member sharing

the information.

Management
No formalized procedures or bylaws were used; A team approach w as taken, though BOCES initiateC1 many-

meetinp, and followed up on details. Successful methods for cooperation included, basingagenda on needs and
StiggeStl(MS from other agencies, brainsturming sessions, and focusing on a common goal such as a child's welfare or

Com rn unica tion
Effective communication with agencies was fostered by training staff in methods of postive communication,

visiting other agencies, distri5uting minutes, writing thank-you notes, offering,to follow up on details, and em
phasizing orally the value of working together for the good of the child and the community.
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Driving Forces
..

Ns, The need to provide LEAs with accurate information regdrding children and to provide comprehensive services
to all handicapped children within the region provided the impetus for continued interagency efforts.

Restraining Forces and Overcoming Roadblocks ,..

Restraining forces were sometimes caused by poor communication or defensiveness by individual personnel and
agencies. For each negative force, a positive resolution was found. The following are some typical examples.

1) Problem: Different LEAs asked for different communication procedures.
Resolution: Procedures for each district were written by the administrator and distributed to Ole staff.

2) Problem: Small agencies and regular nursery schools did not refer for fear of losing clients.
Resolution: Children identified through BOCES screening were referred to these agencies.

3) Problem: Different philosophical approaches of agencies adversely affected a child's program.
Resolution. Open and honest discussions were held between agency personnel and parents regarding ad-

vantages arid disadvantages of each philosophy. ,
4) Problem: Lack of time to develop strong communication systems.

.

Resolution. A time line was created to develop interagency cooperation.activities over a three-year period.
, i

5) Problem: Staff disliked one another.
Resolution. Staff were trained to communicate positively and to meet with other agency personnel to

discuss differences and arrive at compromises.

4

The Results

(

Informal Agreements
Oral agreements formed the basis for cooperating, though these were often confirmed by folloyv up letters. Cer

tain documents were useful in coordinating efforts, e.g. position papers, service directories, and task force reports.
Interagency coordination developed through participation in joint activities such as:
1) Developing procedures for sharing information on screened children;
2) Meeting with LEA transportation supervisors to review busing needs;
3) Establishing a regional interagency Preschool Advisory Council;
4) Developing a contract with a hospital for on-site physical and occupational therapy;
5) Developing procedures for reporting suspected child abuse;
6) Developing procedores for referring children to local clinics for speech, language and audiological evalua

tions;
7) Developing case-review procedures for children and families attending local clinics, mental health agencies,

and social services.

Formal Agreements
Written contracts were used only to define direct personnel services to children and families between two agen

cies. Staff and supervision responsibilities.were outlined clearly.

Positive Effects
LEA.s were provided' with educational expertise, information for pkinning services for school age children, and a

cost-effective, replicable service for their children. s

Other providers and related service agencies were provided with 'free screenings, consultations, a channel for
group advocacy and a resource for staff training.

Negative Effects ,

Children received services away from their local community, and communication efforts often took too much
time. Sometimes, parenfs became confused over differing philosophies of agencies serving their child.
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'Evaluation Strategies
The effectiveness of BOCES trainifig efforts with groups from other agencies were evaluated by questionnaires.

External evaluators mailed evaluation forms and conducted telephone surveys to measure agencies' perceptions of

BOCES' interagency effort. Records were kept on numbers of referrals from other agencies, referrals made t2
j other agencies, numbers of case conferences per child, and attendance at meetings. Annual staff review of these

results improved policies and procedures.

Expectations vs. Reality
Staff expectations of other agencies' personnel caused friction. Establishing cooperation took time. Patience and

persistence over a period of years were needed to establish trust and a good reputation in the community.

Replication
No specific replications of this effort exist. However, methods for developing interagency cooperation activiti

are contained in the book A Guide to Creating Community Awareness and Interagency Cooperation (by C Eage
J. Jones, K. Petisi, and A. Toole; Yorktown Heights, New York; Putnam/Northern Westchester BOCES,19

This book is available for $7 from BOCES.

Free Advice
1) Maintain a positive attitude when working with all agencies;
2) Respect services and staff even when philosophies differ;
3) Persist in contacting and following up with other agencies;
4) Look for ways to provide help to other agencies.
These can be achieved without additional finances and without hiring specific interagency personnel. All people

enjoy positive reinforcement for their efforts. When offers of help and services areadded, interagency communica-

tion begins to flourish.
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HCEEP Project:

Appenda

CONTRIBUTOR REVIEW FORM FOR INTERAGENCY CASEBOOK

Address:

Phone:

Status: (check one)

Degonstration Outreach

Overview and DirectoCy Abstract: Page

Referral:

Project Contact:

SIG Continuation

1. Identify agencies involved in interagercy coordination with this-HCEEP project:

Public Schools Social Services Head Start

Hespital

Developmental
Disabilities

Others:

Day Care Mental Health

Crippled Childrens HeaJth Departhents

2. How long has this interagency coordination effort been going on?

3. Is interagency coordination an explicit object ve of this project's HCEEP grant?

.)

4. Iden ify the geographic focus of this project's interagency coordination program':

(eh ck one)

local countywide regiptal statewide

5. Did this HCEEP project initiate the interagency coordination program or respond to
another agency's initiative?

6. Can the project provide a written description of the interagency coordination
° program?
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7. Has the project developed written interagency agreements about Urect services to
children and families? Describe:

8. Has the,project developed written agreements aPout interagency allocation of
nesources: (please check)

a) First dollar agreements

b) Complimentary d011ar agreements

c) Complimentary personnel/dollar agreements

d) Shared personnel agreements

e) Shaned facility agreements

f) Shared equipment and materials agreements

9. Has this project's interagency coordination program been.evaluated?

O. Is the formal evaluation report and/or other documentation ofi interagency coordina-
tion effectiveness available?

11. Has this project developed materials to assist interagency coordination replica-
tion sites? Describe:

12. Is the project's interagency coordination program being replicated? Describe:

13. Has the project secured long-tecm funding for its interagency coordination program?
Describe:

14. List references for this project's interagency coordination program:

Name Title/Agency Phone No.

15% Is the project able to provide writing samples?
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Aivendix

INTERAGENCY CASESOOK FORMAT DESIGN

- Please rate the following topics for their potential usefulness (high-3,
medium-2, low-1) to HCEEP projects seeking to initiate interagency programs.

High Medium Low

a. Key agencies invo4ved 3 2 1

b. Techniques for Ipproaching agencies 3 2

c. Situation requiring interagency coordination 3 2 1

d. Start up time 3 2 1

e. Geohraohic focus 3 2 1

f. Administrative support 3 2 1

g. Resources needed to get going 3 2 1

h. OthersPerceptions of HCEEP project 3 2 1

i. Expectations/reality .3 2 1

J. Cooperative/uncooperative agencies 3 2 1

k. OSE support' 3 2 1

1. Relation to HCEEP grant objectives 3 2

m. Funding of interagency 3 2

n. Interagency agreements, informal 3 2

o. Interagency agreements. written 3 2

P. Helping influences 3 2

4. Hindering influences 3 2

r. Evaluating interagenCy 3 2

s. Other models/research fer interagency 3 2

t. Client population 3 2

u. Positives of interagency effort 3 2

v. Negatives of interagency 3 2

w. Long term prdtpects/transitions 3 2

x Key personnel 3 2

\

Results of Interagency Casebook Format Design Survey

(n 6)

Highest Ranking (15-18 high points)

a.

b.

o.

r,

U.

U.

key agencies involved
techniques for approaching agencies
interagency agreements, informal

evaluating interagency
positives of interagency effort
key personnel

'-Next Highest Ranking (15-18 high/medium points)

c. situation requiring interagency coordination
f. administrative support

i. expectations/reality
o. interagency agreements, written

v. negatives of interagency
w. long term prospects/transitions

111

Thied Highest Ranking (12-14 high/medium pointS

d.

J.
1.

T.
'p.

4.

s.

start-up time
cooperative/uncooperative agencies
lrelation to KEEP grant objectives
funding of interagency
helping influences
hindering influences
other models/research for interagency

Items Remaining,

p. geographic focus

g. resources needed to get going
h. others' perteptions of HCEEP project
k. OSE support
t. client population
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Appendix D

Interagency Casebook Chapter *Format

HCEEP Project

Address: Phone:

Type Project.

Fiscal Agency.

Contact.

Project Description:

Synopsis Of Interagency Coordination Program:

I. .The Setting

A. The Problem
B. The Climate
C Project Commitment'

H. The Start

A. Base in Theory/Research
B Planning
C Approaching AgencieS.
D. Administrative Support

The Process

A. Human Resources
B. Physical Resources
C. Fiical Resources
D. Information Resources
E. Management
F Communications
G. Driving Forces
H Restraining Fordes
I. Overcoming Roadblocks

Outline Of Interagency Casebook Chapter Format

....111101P

A

IV. The Results

A. Informal Agreements .71

13. Formal Agreements
C Positive Effects
D. Negative Effects
E. Evaluaiion Strategies
F. Expectations vs. Reality
G Replication
H. Free Advice
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Notes For Interagency Casebook Chapter Format

1) HCEEP PROJECT, ADVRESS, PHONE and FISCAL AGENCY are the same as submitted for HCEEP Overview and Directory.
2) TYPE PROJECT is either demonstration, outreach or SIG.
3) CONTACT is project person most knowledgeable of inteagency work; could be more than one.
4) PROJECT DESCRIPTION is one sentence that captures key features of theHCEEP protect conducting the interagency effort. The PROJ-

ECT DESCRIPTION should include, if applicable, geographic focut (rural/urban), ages of children served, handicapping conditions or
degree (severely impaired deaf 3-5 year olds), treatment setting (home/classroom), and educational m el (behavioral, Piagetian, open
classroom), Some examples:

a preschool program with the designated purpose of mainstreamingmildly and moderately.handicapped children with norlandi-
capped children.
a program serving children three years of age and younger having a primary disability of moderate to sèere neuromotur handicap
with physical impairment severe enough to limit motor activity.
a home teaching program serving multicategorical children fm birth to six years Of age.
a statewide program providing identification and langufge facilitation for hearing-impaired children, birth o aRB, through home
management.

5) SYNOPSIS OF INTERACENCY COORDINATION PROGRAM is-a paragraph or two capturing the essence of your interagency effort for
the reader Plan to write this after completing the other sections; prior work on them should help distill your thinking.,

A I. The Setting

A. The Problem

Describe briefly the specific situation requiring interagency coordination. Typical problems are gaps and overlaps inservices, poor com-
munication among agencies, and scarce resources spread too thin to do much good. Tell why interagency coordination was the solution of
choice, rather than ariother strategy like raising more funds. Be succinct so that itaders can identify with you.

B. The Climate

Describe briefly the initial climate in your community (urban vs iural, county, multi-county, etc.) vis-a-vis interagency coordination. Were,
other agencies open to the idea or more often skeptical or hostile?.What prior successful and unsuccessful interagency efforts influenced
local thinking and receptivity!? What shared vidues or common problems suggested cooperative effort? What differences stood.in the way?

C. Project CoMmitment

Describe the HCEEP project's commitment to interagency'cooperation. Evidence might include explicit proposal guals and objectives
targeting cooperation, human and fiscal resources earmarked for the effort, benefits sought for project clients. What signs told fellow agen-
cies that your commitment to interagedcy cooperation was a "serious" one?

. ,

II. The Start

A. Base in Theory/Research/Practice

Describe briefly any modtlis) of interagency coordination or specific research or successful practices garnered from the literature or ex-
perience of others which influenCed your approach What, if any, early design decisions were made or concrete steps taken on the basis of
theory; research, or successful practice?

B. Planning

Describe briefly planning whith preceded the interagency coordination effort. What concerns (e.g., services, policy-issues, administration
concerns) were addressed, by whom? Did planning result in specific goals set or strategies adapted? Did you confront definitional issues
i e , service population, definitions of types of services? Were any major obstacles to coordination highlighted by the planning process?
When (approximate date) did the planning bigin?

C. Approaching Agencies

Describe techniques used to invite other agencies to join the interagency effort. Which approaches were most useful, least useful, why?
Were any benefits or burdens associated with being "th4 lead" agency? ,

D. Administrative Support

Describe techniques used to gain administrative support, both fibril the project's fiscal agency and frum uther agency heads. How accessible
were heads? List concrete signs of support such as office space, secretarial helit release time, and executive participation.

A. Human Resoukes

III. The Process

List personnel resources which propelled the interagency coordination effort, e.g., special skills like group facilitation, training, timer-
tiveness, political Malty, experience, knowledge, attitudes These can be from the project and other agencies. Were any one or twu df these
absolutely critical in their presence or absence?



-

B. Physial Resources

List physical resources needed, such as equipment (phone answering machine, copier) and materials (paper;markers, etc ) Was any piece
of equipment especi.11y useful or conspicuously absent? What about access to meeting space?

C. Fiscal Resources

. Describe how the interagency effort was funded. List major reil dollar contributions from project ancrother agencies Who covered, and to
what extent, salaries, postage, phonsynnting, transportation, etc.? Were costs shared evenly by participatingagencies and, if not, were

any ill effects perceived? To help our readers, estimate-t'1lninimum dollars needed both to launch and to maintain successfully such an ef-

fort.

D. Information Resources

List information provided to or shared among agencies that was useful. Examples might be agepcy policies and regulations, mandating
legislationodescriptions of services, child counts, flowcharts of service delivery and organizational structure, and planning documents Was

any literature on Interagency coordination reviewed; useful? Was any necessary information hard to get; why?

E. Management

Describe briefly the management structure of the coordination effort. How often did agencies meet and for what purposes? Did one agen-

cy, or several agencies, assume leadership responsibility? How were agendas determi,Did the agencies formalize their interactions with
bylaws, elections, etc? List management or organizational decisions and/or processes whis_h_were especially useful, not useful, Did the

agencies choose to make (forced to make?) major strtict6ral changes? Address': if applicable, the question of the need for a full-time in-
dependent interagency facilitator or coordinator.

4
F. Communications

List strategies for keeping communication lines open between and among agencies. Were any steps taken to enhance the quality of interper-

sonal communication?

G. Driving 'Forces

List the critical driving forces which enhanced the development and oprition of the interagency coordination effort Among these might

be lA a school superintendent s commitment and participation, 2) fe6kaal funding, 3) need for a single child assessment system, 4) state

department mandate for interagency cooperation. \s.

H.-Restraining Forces

List the critical restraining forces which inhibited the development and operation of the interagency coordination effort Among these "
might be: 11 lack of funding, 2) a major service provider refusing to join, 3) failure of a previous attempt at interagency coordination; 4)

competition for clients; 5) bureaucratic rigor mortis.
I. Overcoming Roadblocks

List strategies effectively used to eliminate or diminish restraining forces above or other difficultiesencountered Be specific, r e , X strategy

overcame Y roadblock.

IV, The Results

4. Informal Agreements

List Informal agreements reached in the course of the interagency coordination effort. Though usually verbal and flexible, informal

agreements commit agencies to fulfill certain roles and responsibilities. Forexample, agencies may agree informally to share staff develop-

ment resources.

B. Formal Agreements

List formal agreements rtached in the course of the interagen4 coordination effore. Formal agreements are written and generally
understood as binding for the foreseeable future. Some formal agreements take the form of contracts by which agencies exchange money for

goods and services. Formal agreements might address. 1) joint funding of a shared physical therapist, 2) apportioning of responsibilities for
child find, evaluation, and service provision amongseveral agencies, 3) the process by which case management responsibility is determined

C. Positive Effecb

List positive outcomes of thepteragency effort, both intended an.ci unintended. These could include a streamlined service delivery system,

greater access to related services; comprehensive child evaluations; less turf protection; money saved. Be.specificl

D. Negative Effects ,

List negative outcomes of the interagency effort, such as domination by a single agency, role confusion, morecomplicated referral process;

unresolved turf battles; communication difficulties. These should be different from "restraining forces" (see H above), that is, these

negative effects can be traced to the interagency effort itself.

4.1 410
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E. Evalyation Strategies

Describe briefly strategia4used to evaluate the interagency coordination effort. Niat kinds of documentation were useful to the evalua-
tion? List evaluation resources 'research,,, consultants, etc. List available evaluation reports, progres's repurts, and other documentation
substantiating the success of the interagency effort.

F. Expectations vs. Reality

Describe briefly any discrepancies betsseen initial expectations for the development and operation of the interagency effurt and the reality
of the process and products Negative expectations turned positive are useful, too

G. Replication

List any sites (names, addresses, phone numbers) replicating the interagency coordination effurt List any materials developed ibooks,
slidetapes, etc ) or resources available to assist potential replication sites (give full bibliographic notation, aailablihty source, and oust, if
any).

H. Free Advice

List the three keys to success of this interagency coordination effort.

4
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Appendix E

,Connecticut State Implementafion Grant Project

State Implementation Grant
Project Director

State Implementation Grant
Project Coordinator

Consultants

Local Education Agency

Pilot Site
Coordinate;

Local Education Agency

Pilot Site
Coordinator

I

State Agencies
(Interagency Early Intervention)

Committee
Department of Income Maintenance (Medicard)
Department of Human Resources (Title XX)
Department of Children and Youth Services
Department of Health Services
Developmental Disabilities Council
Department of Mental Retardation
Department of Education
Board of Education and Services for the Blind
Health Services Administration

Local Education Agency

Pilot Site
Coordinator

Local Interagency Councils
Department of Human ResourcesTitle XX Day Care
Department of Child and Youth ServicesEady Childhood Programs, Child Guidance Clinics, Child Protection Teams
DepartmentLof Health ServicesChild Development Clinics, Health Services for Handilipped Children Clinics
Department of Mental RetardationRegional Center
State Departniat of EducationLocal Education Agency Early Childhood Programs, Titk I Programs, Child Find, Regional Educational

Service Centers
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Appendix F

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
between

CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEA1TH SERVICES
and

CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FOR SERVICES TO PRE-SCHOOL AGE HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

The Connecticut State Department of Health Services and the Connecticut
State Department of Education support the right of all handicapped
children to reoeive a free appropriate public education including all
necessary special education and related services.

All requirements of federal and state statutes and regulitions regard.-
ing the provision of educational and medical services to\tnis popula-
tion will be met.

.

The governing statutes are: Section 10-76a-q, Sections 4-190 to 197,
Section 10-15b, Seition 19-4 and Sections 19-19 to 22b of the Connecti-
cut General Statutes and their respective regulations; and federal
statutes 20 U.S.C. 1401 et. seq. (the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975), 20 U.S.C. 12329 (the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974) and 43 U.S.C. 1302 (Title V of the Social
Security Act) and their respective regulations.

All confidentiaiity and due prbcess protections provided by law will be
maintained for all identifted handicapped children.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE:

It is the purpose of this #nteragencY agreement to cla;ify the responsi-

bilities of the Connecticut Itate:Depar nt of Health Services and the
Connecticut State Department of Educa ion and to specify the terms of
agreement for implementation of a mod..1 to deliver comprehensive services
to preschool handicapped children in three pilot sites.

According to Title V of the Social Security Act, the Connecticut State
Department of Health Services:

I. Is required to cooperate With otheragencies (medical, health, nurs,-
ing, education, and welfare groups), with respect to services for

crippled children. ,(Title V, Sla.121).

2: Is required to provide for (a) services for the early identification
of children in need of health care and services, (b) diagnosis and
evaluation of the condition of such children, (c) treatment services
including at least appropriate services by physicians, appliances,
hospi/al care and aftercare as needed; qnd (d) the development-,
strengthening, and improvement of standards and services for crippled

children (51a.108).'

The Connecticut General Statutes mandate that the State Board of Educa-

tion shall ensure the provision of specikl education for children requir-

ing specjal education. . .who have not ittained school age, but whose-

educatiOal potential will be irreparably diminished without special

education ft an early age. (Section 10-76d (b)(2) of the Connecticut

General Statutes).

vis
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Federal-law (Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975) man-
dates an active child identification procedure. The-local education
agency is responsible for ensuring that all handicapped children within
its jurisdiction are identified, located, and evaluated. (See Section
121a.220, Rules and Regulations, Education for All Handicapped Children
Act, Federal Register, August 23, 1977).

A. IMPLEMENTATION

The terms 6f-this agreement will be implemented in three pilot sites
effective January 1, 1980 for a period of one year. The pilot sites
which have agreed to'participate are Putnam, Bridgeport an Project
LEARN's preschool program in Branford.

After six months, the caseload will be reviewed to determine the demand
on the resources of the Department of Health Services. If the Health
Services for Handicapped Childten Unit is unable to meet this demand
with existing funds-and staffing, the agreement will be renegotiated at
that time.

After a years duration, a committee of representatives from both state
departments will meet to review results (as outlined in Section C), and
negotiate the terms of this agreement in response to these findings.

B. DEFINITIONS

"Clinics" means the Health Services for Handicapped Children Clinics and
the Child Development Clinics operated by the Connecticut State Depart-
ment of Health Services.

"Early Childhood Special Education.Network" is a source of technical
assistance to professionals Anvolved in the delivery of services to
three to five year old exceptional children and their families. The Net-
work was established by the Connecticut State Department of Education.

"Individualized Education Program" means a written statement for a handi-
capped child thet is developed and implemented by the special education
planning and placement team in accordance with federal regulatioris.

"Independent,Evaluation" means all evaluations conducted by a qualified
examiner who is not employed by a public agency responsible for the edu-
cation of the child in question. (See Section 121a.503, Rules and Regb-
lations,,Education for All Handicapped Children Act, Federal Register,
August 23, 1977).

"Special Education Planning arid Placement Tom" me ns a group of persons
chosen from the teaching, administrative, and upi personnel staff of
the school disfrict to perform the functio o king an évaluative
study of any child referred to the team, d termining whether the child
requires special education. (Regulations of the State of Connecticut,
Section 10-76b-lq).

_
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"Related Services" means transportation and such developmental, correc-
tive, and other supportive services as are required to assist a handi-
capped child to benefit from special education, and includes speech
Rithology and audiology, psychological services, physical and occupa-
tional therapy, recreation, early identification and assessment of
disabilities in children, counseling services, and medical services for
diagnostic or evaluation purposes. The term also includes school health
services, so631 work services in schools, and parent.counseling and

training. (See Section 121a.13, Rules and Regulations, Education for
All Handiapped Children Act, Federal Register, August 23, 1477)

"Sites" means the three pilot sites of Putnam, Bridgeport and Project
LEARN's program in Branford.

"Special Education" means special classes, programs or services designed
to meet the educational needs of exceptional children in accordance with
the regulations of the-commissioner: subject to approval by the State.

Board of Education. (Connecticut General Statutes, Section 10-76a)

- "Approved Medical Care Provider" are medical care,professionals who meet
prevailing professional certification standards and have been designat-
ed as providers by the Chief, Health Services for Handicapped Children.

"Medical Care" means services by physicians and the allied services of
dentists, nurses, medical social workers, nutritionists, dieticians,
physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech and hearing spe-
cialists,.optometrists, technicians and other personnel whose services
are needed in the maternal and child health and crippled children's

prograMs.

C. tVALUATION AND MONITORING

Evaluation of the,provision of 'services in accordance with this agree-

ment will include a review of the proce:i,.arvice delivery end fiscal .

implications. The evaluation results will getermine the.basis for the

terms of renewal of this agreement.

Representatives from the Health Services for Handicapped Children'Sec-

tion of the Connecticut State Department of Health Services and the
Bureau of Pypil Personhel and Special'Educational Services of the Con-
hecticut State Department of Education will form a Joint committee to
monitor compliance with the terms of this agreement in the pilot sites

and to oversee its evaluation. The joint committee will meet monthly
and make quarterly written progress reports to the commissioners of the

birk departments. The format and content of these reports will be deten-

mined by this committee. The committee will also be charged with
specifying the data tp be collected and the process.to be used to collect

D. AGREEMENT TERMS

The following terms are agreed to by the State Department of Oealth
Services and the State Department of Education.

121 G
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I. *The State Department of Education will ensure-that the school
districts in the three sites will conve4 a planning and placement
team for each child for whose education the district is responsible
who is identified and referred by the Child Development Clinics
and Health'Services for Handicapped Children Clinics operated by
thg Connecticut'State DeOartment of'Health Services and who *ill
have attained the age of three by January 1 of the school year\

With parental consent, Department of Health Services clinic person-
nel and/or qualified and appro4ed providers who have seen the child
w1,11 be invited by the school district to participate in the plin-
ning nd placement team meeting at which the individualized educa-
tion program is formulated.

A planning and placement team which includes members of a Department
of-Health Services Clinic and/or qualified and approved medical care
providers may designate the clinic as a provider of medical services
which are needed by the eligible handicapped child. The program for

child shall include (1) the individualized education program,
and (2) the delivery plan for the s4rvices to be provided by the
Department of Health Services, including the responsibility for the
cost of these services. When determined appropriate, certain acti-
vities may be conducted by special education staff, under the super,
vision of Department of Health Services physical and/or occupational
therapists. For those services provided by Health Services for
Handicapped Children, the extent Qf financial responsibility will be
determined by current Department of Health Services policy.

2. The State Department of Health Services Staff will perform indepen-
dent evaluations initiated by a planning and placement team, a
parent's request, or as a result of due process procedures, in the
areas of pediatric medical specialities, physical therapy, occupa-
tional therapy, speech/hearing,social services family assessment,
and psychology at-'no expense to families or school districts under
the following circumstances: (1) the original evaluation was not
done by Department of Health Services staff, and (2) where inpatient
hospital services would be required, they would be provided for by
Health Services for Handicapped Children, contingent upon financial
eligibility.

3. The State Department of Health Services program consultants, in
occupational therapy and physical therapy will offer consultation
to the early childhood special education personnel in the sites for
a minimum,of four on-site visits per school year. consultation in
other specialities may be arranged as needed. Such consultation
will be provided by the State Department of Health Services.

... The Department of Health Services Clinic personnel will serve as ,

consultants to the planning and placement teams convened to'serve
preschool handicapped.children.in the'three sites. In this,consult-
ing role,,the Health Depaftment employee is a resource to team mem-
bers and a source of information. She/he may interpret a medical
evaluation, advise on whether or not further medical evaluation is

122
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neede , or help planning and placement team members to understand

.
what questions a particular medical evaluation could answer about a

particular child. She/he need not have done an evaluation of a

particular,-

5. The staff of the State Departiment of Health Services will offer
training to the personnel of the early childhood special,education
programs the-three sites. Planning and implementation of this
inservice program would be jointly 'accomplished by the State Depart-
ment of,Health Services and the State Department of Education.
This training would be made accessible to school pexsonnel from
othr.districts through the Early Childhood Special Education Net-
work established by the Department of Education. Training would
be designed'to assist personnel to make appropriate referrals to
specialists including bul not limited to pediatricians, neurologists,
occupational therapi ts, physical therapists, other medical special-
fsts, and to access th health system and help.families to do so a5

well. 4
4

6 The staff of the State Department of Education will offer inservice.
training to State Department of Health Services Clinic staff sel-v-

ing the three sites. .Planning and implementation of this inservice
program would be jointly accomplished by the State Department-of
Health Services and the State Department of Education. Training

will be designed to assist clinic personnel in understanding the
processes involved in planning and implementing special education
programs for preschool handicapped children. -

Dougla S. Lloyd, Commissioner,
Connecticut State Department of

Health Services.

rk*R. Shedd, Commissioner
Connecticut State Department of

Education

Date

L.4
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Appendix G

HEADSTART
WINDHAM AREA ,COMMUNITY ACTION.PROGRAM, INC.

32.34 Broad Street

LEON MOW
Danielson, Connecticut' 06239

Exocutive Director

AN AGREEMENT hE'FWEEN Tff WACAP

HEAD START PROGRAM'AD THE

PUTNAM PUBLIC SCHOOL
4

1203) 774 0400
- Telephone

The WACAP Head Start Progratairl.d the Putnam Public
chools support the right of all exceptional children to receive a

. free approprialepuhlic education including all necessary special ,

education and relsted services in accordance with state and federal
statutes and regUlatioas'

It is the purpose of this 'interagency agreement to establisn
the responsibilities of the-WACAP Head Start Program and the Pu6lam
Public Schools for preschool age handicapped chil.dren, and to specify
this_group, "-

AGREDENT TERMS

The followinE terms are agreed to by the WACAP ftead Start Program
, .

and the t'utnam 'Public Schools.

1. The Head Start Progra shallim be designated an appropriate place-
,

ment for duly identified handicapped children who.meet enrollment
(some,who are enrolled in the program) eligibility requirements

, for participation in the Head Start Program and for whqm

a. The Individual Education Plan -(LEP) indicated a need for
sociaiization and general stimulation to reduce the
possibility of the need for special services at age six
(6) but for whom a self-cOntained non-categorical pre-
school class would not be the least restrictive environ-
ment. /

2. When the WACAP Head Start Program is identified by the Child Study
Team as the appropriate'placement for a preschool handicapped
child; that child will be given priority for admission.

3. The WACAP Head Start Program will participate in the development of
the Individualized Educational Trogra for those handicapped pre-
school:children accepted into thier p ogr2m.

4. The Preschool Staff from the Putnam School System (which-includes
Teachers, Speech Clinicians 'and Psychologist) will provide.appro-

'(priate educational services ta enable the ileac! Start Program to
implement,the Individualized Educational Program..

125
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5 The Preschool Staff from the Putnam Seloo4System wi/I. jrovidc' ,

consultation and.testing services for cl"..ldren attending thes'ACAP
Head Start Program. .

'

6 The WACAP Head Start Staff shall be eligible to apply for any and
all training provided by the Putnam Sc-houl System,for pers/onnel
involvement in the education of handicapped children.

f v

7 Confidentiality and due process procedures will be Maintained in
accordance with (the :Head Start.Performance Standards and) t.'le

regulations governirr Act 10-76 and PL94-142.

...

N

/

i

This agreement shall apply only.to 3-5 year old children who
meet.enrollment eligibility requirements and Head Start, children
who'have been dulyidentified as handicapped according to procedures
established by'Att 10-76 and PL94-142. A review of this contratt
shall take placeafter the 'first full year of implementation.

EFFECTIVE 6ATES

+ -.,

. v.,

1

This agreement shall become effective when signed by the agreeing
parties .

-
/

HEADSTART:

.

0.1

.

(
i It

-.

41

e-k__^.
rion 3 Rioux, Executive Director Helen SeeIe, Hea Start DifFctor

,

Date Dat

N '<

PUTNAM PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTM

-

,

0

Albert -DePetrillo, Superintendent Date.-
Of Schools

HS;kln;
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Appendix H

ArTeement between the Thompson Day

CL:re Center in Putnam and the Putnam
Public School

0 .

Th4 cipon Day Care Center Putnam and te Putnam Publi,c Schools
'supporLhe right of all exceptional'ehildren tO'receive a4free

"d appropriate public eduation includinr necesnary special Ou'cation
anj related sei.vices in accordance wdth st:ct.c an0 federal statutes"

an& reL-7-u1ationS.
A-

It is the purros- of this int..ragenc:: agrennk to establish thfe
recnsibilities cf the Thompson Pay Care Cer.tcr and the lutnam
1-121,1:1c Schools f,:r a-e 'haricanp-P6 cnilfiren, and to specify

- of agree:nent. 'for cooperation in,the delivery of servicp to
thiF crout,. -j

4

L-re-Pnt 7=7;

fol!owing terms are agreed to 1) the Thompson DOy Care Center
and the Putnam Public Schools. .4

1. Th'e Thornson Day Care Center shall be desicnated an appropriate
1,.1.0re,57!et for duly identified handicapped children who meet
enrollment .41(some who -are enrolled in the program) eligibility
re'cuirements for participation in the Thompson Day Care Center

- an:4: for whom:

c. Tne Individual Education Flan (H71-- inditej'a need for
.no;7ia1ization and generaa stimulaton to reuce the Possi
bility of the need for special.services at age six but for

a self-contained non-categoricai precchool class would
not be fhe leact res-"rictiv,e environment.

2. Yhen the Th:impson Day Care Center-is idaintified by"the Child /
Study Tean as the appropriato placement for a preschool handicapped
child; that child will be given first,priority for admissions.

3. The Tnompson Day Care Center will participate in,the development
f of the Indivi-4ua1ized Educational Prograo for those handicapped
preschool children accepted into their program.

f

4. The Preschool staTf from-I-the Putnam School System (which includes
Teachers, Speech Clinicians and Psychologist) will provide
appropriate educational services to enable the Thompson,Day Care
Center to implement the Individualized Educa7 tional? Progr.am.

5. ahe Preschool staff from the Putnam Public School System mill
rovide consultation and testing services for Putnam children
attending the Thompson Day Care Center.

6. Tht Thompson Day care Center Staff shall be eligible to fipply

.
for any and all training provided by the Putnam School5System
for personnel involved in the education of handicapped children.
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V

7." Confidentiality and due process proceduYes)will be maintained
in accordance with the regulations govetnirfg Aet 10-76 and PL94-142.

This &g.reement.'shall apply only to 3-5 year old' children who meet
enrollrhent eligibility requirements and'Thompson Day Care Center
children who have been duly identified,as.handicapped according to
procedures established by Act 10-76 and Pt94-142. A review of this
contract shall take'place.after the first full year of implementation.

Effective Dates

This agree-lent i1 become effective wh'en signed by the agreeing
parties.

Thomrson Day '?-lre Cente; Putnam:Public Schools

J. Mary Eetn Leonard . Albert DePetri.11o
Direc;tor Superintendent of Schools

V.
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